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· Dave· White visits the UNH art galleries· located fo the Paul Creative Arts Center .. The galleries 
opened this week. See related story on page 15 .. (Doriam Stonie photo) 
Pres. finalists interviewed 
By · Chris Heisenberg 
The Presidential .Search 
Committee wiJl meet · this 
Monday to further di'scuss the 
. three remaining candidates for 
the UN H presidency. , 
do .not. however. plan to bring 
in eitl~er of the re,maining two 
finalists for further interviews. 
were filled. out ·by each member 
· of the gr:oups. 
· Small gro.ups, such as the 
eight meJ:11ber student group, 
combined· their reports into a 
FINALISTS, page7 
Bookstore Staff . ' . . . . 
1s optim1st1c 
By B~th Germano 
The staff of the UN H-
- Bookstor~ remains optimisti·c 
as they enter the final weeks 
before - the fate -of their 
operation is decided. . · 
According to John Maier, 
Bookstore manager, the store 
has already passed the sales · 
level of September~ 1982 as or 
last Friday. "Everything we ' 
earn now is a sales increase over 
last year." , 
This is the first significant . 
sales increase in two years, he 
said . 
. The decision by. USNH 
, trustees to contract out the 
bookstore to a leased operator 
. will "boil down· to dollars and · 
what I present at the end of the 
. mo.nth," Maier said. .. 
Maier continues to stress 
that it will "take time'·' to turn 
the B~okstore from . a non-
profit to a profit business. Nine 
months is n91 long enough in a 
:·competitive- community'\. like 
Durham, he said. 
Contract=' bids drawn.-up by 
both Maier a·nd Phyllis Forbes, 
director of Administration 
seTvices, were distributed this · 
week and are due by October 
.14. "The bids.are.still subject to 
revision," Maier said. 
The . specif1catior:is -insure· 
that leased operators "maintain 
the same standa-rds the store-
now has," he said. 
Maier said t_hey should 
provide the -same service, ~ame 
variety,. and the same quality of 
staff." 
His biggest concern · is that 
they "'are faced with the sa!lle 
· constraints" such- as ··paying 
tor energy, the fee _for llu:: 
park_ing -l_ot, and for ·physical 
plant charg~s," he said. 
' "We're interested in seeing 
BOOKSTORE,fAGtl8 
JOHN MAIER The committee last · met 
Saturday to interview finalist 
Dr. William Brown. and plans 
'"to continue meeting · 
frequently until a decision is 
made ... according to committee 
chairman Stuart Shaines. They 
The . 18 member ·se·arch 
committee . has . been working . 
since. January to eliminate the 
186 applicants. In June, several 
groups of students, faculty, 
staff. atumni. and trustees were 
formed to interview the six · 
fin.alists when they visited the 
campus in July. After each 
i~terview. comment · sheets 
Pipes under co~struction 
K-Van .operates 
without -contract. 
By Karin Reynolds 
UNH Kari-Vans have been 
operating this weel< without a 
contract. 
The contract between the 
Kari -Van system· and the 
Cooperative Alliance for the 
Seacoast Transportation 
(COAST). ended at midnight 
on Monday, Sept. 12. ✓ • • 
Delays in approving a new 
contract ar-e primarily due to _ 
"technicalities", said Nancy 
Kilbride, director of Kari-Van 
servj,ces. According to Kilbride 
there are no problems in 
negotiating the new contract. 
-INSIDE- "lt takes a great deal of time . 
·and with so · many · people 
· - involved in its (the confract's) 
approval, one must expect a 
· certain amoun-t of delay.·~ 
Kilbride · expects a riew 
contract to be approved no 
later than Sept. 23. 
According to Kilbride, 
changes will occur when the 
new contract is .approved. The 
run to the Portsmouth Naval 
~Shipyard will be eliminated due· -
· to low ridership. she said . . 
By Michelle Champagne 
Phase Ill of UN H's heating 
distr.ibution line replacement 
. program is _still underway {Hi 
campus. 
Construction of the final 
phase in Area I I and behind 
Thompson · Hall began last 
May and will continue until 
next yea.r. 
· - U,N H began replaci,ng hot _ 
water- pipes (heating distribu-
tion lines) in 1980 in Area III 
UN H Soc·cer team beats 
B.ovvdoin 3-i, see storv 
The contract would supply 
operatO.JS ·under COAST with 
state and federal monies. The -
delay in .the contract could 
page 24. , 
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mean -'that ·operators under 
COAST_might n·ot be paid for 
their services over the next five 
to ten days , said George Olson, 
- . COAST Chairman. 
Kilbride said.that the lack of 
a contract wil.J have no affect on 
the Kari~ Van -driver_§. !hey will 
behind College Roc;!d. ·over the 
la.st three years pipes have been 
r_eplaced in Area I .and along 
Main Street. 
. - Thermal Systems Energy 
Improvements, the , official 
name of the ·$ 1-2 million project, 
. initially received funding from 
the state budget. Money was 
allocated .for Phase I and II and 
a special funding hill was 
passed last sp.ring to fund the 
completion of the project. 
The energy crisis of 1973-
1974 prompted the University .· 
to look for ways -to save money 
and ~nergy. · ' 
They found that many of the 
heating distribution lines 
leaked and weren't properly 
insulated. According to John 
Sanders, director of Plant 
Ma1ntena11ce and Engineering. • 
rooms and buildings _not in use 
PIPES, page 18 
I • Notices ....................... .- page 5 
Sports ............................. pa~ 23;24 . KARI-V AN, ·page 19 
Consolidated construction work is being done on the pipes behind Thompson Hall .. (Jim Millard 
photo) ~ 
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EIIIS 1n BRIEF 
Hersh will speak-Monday · 
, Seymo·ur Her_sh. a Pulitzer prize reporter, and aµthorof 
"The Prjce of Power", will speak at UNH Monday, SepL "19, 
c1.t 8 p.m. _ _ . . . 
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for uncovering the My Lai ,· 
massacre in Vie-t-nam, Hersh, a former investigative repor.t_er·. 
with the New York Times, created national controversies with 
his reports on the CIA 's domestic spying operations,:Richard 
Ni,xon's ,secret bombing of Cambodia, and the i)legal saie of 
U.S.- weapons to Mideast territories. · · 
Hersh will speak in the Straff or_d Room of the: MU B. 
Admission is free. Tickets are available at the M UR ticket 
office. . --
Scholarships :foic: student's 
.,.:. 
The N.H. Federation of Garden- Clubs,- Inc. is offering 
scholarships for students atUNH. The scholarships are for 
juniors and seniprs and graduate students studying Plant 
Science, Forestry or allied subjects. For information, please 
contact the Office of Dean Blanchard at Taylor Hall. · 
Homecoming orgariizaiion 
meeti~g ~-,· 
J?i_i t\f , ; - 7 ,; 
There will be an organization~J meeting to discuss thif 
years Homecoming, Wed; Sept. 28 at 4 p.m., in _ the _ 
Hillsborough Room of the MU B. This year's homecon:iing 
theme is ••2001-A UNH Odyssey". Events planned include a 
_bonfire, a pep rally, a parade and the UNH-Northeastern 
football game. · 
lnt~rnship in Washing.ton 
The - Washington Internship Program ·is , offer_ing 
internshi_ps ~- for _s.~~~nd :_ ffie~ester jµpior~ . an.p __ -_i e:n,i~rs. 
Internships are available m .a number of post1ons mcludmg 
gov~rnment, business, law, labor and many othef t9p_ics. 
Students of any ni.ajQr can apply. To learn more · about Jhe 
program there wiWbe ari informational ,·meeting Tuesday 
Sept. 20 at 5._p.m. in McConnell foill, Room_ 312. 
~Fireside Experience _· 
UN H Fireside - Experience will hold an organi7:ationa ( 
meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 20. at 7:30 p.m. in Parsons LIO I. 
· The -orga_ization is open to · all st~de~ts, facult[:and st/aff 
members interested m rock cltmbmg, canoeing. and 
backpacking. 
• ✓Layoffs · at Seahro_ok 
Layoffs will, begin this week at the Seabrook Power Plarit. 
The layoffs are a result of th~ owners to · indefinetely delay 
construction of the ·:pl.;intssecond nuclear reactor. Work ori 
the second reactor employed a_pproximately 1,000 workers.' _ 
Correctio~s-
,On. _ a te~~hnical exchange· 
· Allmendinger visits China· 
By Dan Landrigan according to Al-lmendinger. he said- " 
'I 
While many ,UNH studen-ts Allmendinger gave five 'T found their attitudes very 
.and faco.lty · members were - fectures during the course of refreshing. The degree -of 
away· lyi-ngonthe_-beachduring the tour discussing his honesty _and morality is- very 
-summer: vacation, Professor spec i_a It y, sub mer s i b I e high. The Ch,inese refuse tips, 
Eugene Allmendinger fra_velled technology. This··· was of ·they regard the offer of a tip as 
to . China -on . a . technical particular interest tb the an insult. They will go to great 
exchange .pro.gram -this past Chinese because of_ its uses in lengths to return items left in a 
summer. · · · off-sho_re oil and gas drilling. hotel · room, he said. 
. The . invitation for the visit The - South-China. Sea is now . "Of course in three weeks 
· . camefromtheChi.neseSociety beginning_to open up for oil you can_ only acquire 
of ·. Naval - Architects and and gas ·operation, he said. impressions, not hard facts, but 
Maril)~ Engineer"s, ·and was · The engineers visited only .,. these a re some of the 
i-s·sued 'through People to_ commercial mar_ine· facilities _impressions I got." Allmend-
: People : Int_erna tional, the and were not taken to any inger said. 
· organization sponsoring the military installations. - Jhe fact that the.group didn't 
Cjtizen Ambas·sador Program. ..The Chinese ~are . .working -see any beggars during ~1'.e trip, 
"We . went to visit .our very ha-rd -to establish effective . and all the pe~ple _were very 
· couriterpart~ -in China and see capabilities in ap areas-ofocean cleanly dressed. ~lso im.pressed 
their marine related facilities at eng·ineering. China i's involved AJlmendinger: The police were 
· _ uni.yersities, shipyards · and in upgrading its world .status in around. but usually involved in 
marine research centers," said four' major areas: agriculture, directing traffic, whic·h 
Allmendinger, a m~n . of science, industry and national consisted mostly ofbicycles. In 
medium build with grey, hair ,defense, and there is evidence fact, -· most of the people in 
and a clear .thoughtful manrier · of real prqgress in these areas," China . travel by bus, train ·or 
of-speaking. · he said. · bicycle. he said. 
Allmendinger's knowledge When the · group was not "You are/constantly aware of 
. of under-sea vehicles qualified busy with marine research, they the fact that there' are over a 
him to be a member of the, .went sightseeing,visiting many _ billi_on _people in China." he 
delegation. From May 23 untii · of the typical tourist · spots said. 
June 13 the group of engineers incluging . the Great _Wa_ll. of .. Thi.s was the first organized 
toured - marine facilities in China. Allmendinger was most exchange w·ith China to- the_ 
Peking, Wuhan, Harbin . impressed by the Chinese best of · my knowledge. I 
Shanghai, Wuxi and Canton. people. · consider- this a · marvelous 
With over a billion people, .. I think the a_verag~ Chinese opport.unity. I . wish more · 
China relies heavily on hu-man person is very interested .in us. people could see for themselves _ 
''labor rath~r than mechanized They were very inquisitive and what a cou-ntry like China is ~ 
prnduction methods ... They are anxious to improve their lik~." Allmendinger said, 
capa'ble"o[ b'uilding fine ships," English by speaking with us," 
_A little taste of New York 
By' Lind'a' -L~ranger _ , 
,, Elise and Warren Daniel sell~ · 
a cominoqity which IS hard· to 
come by in the state of New 
· Hampshire: bagels. 
_There aie only tbree places i.n 
New ~ Hampshire which bake 
and sell bagels. One is· located 
Nashua, another in West 
-Lebanon 
Bagelry in Durham. _ 
· _Mrs.Daniel. 27. and Warren 
Danie"!, 29. arethe·husband and 
wife · owners of · the Bagelry. 
~ They are both from Queens; 
_ New York where bagels are 
· common, According to the 
Daniels. li.ttLe bagel shops line. 
the ~treets in New York. "Most 
of the shops are little take out 
plaees." 
The Daniels work an average · 
of 60 hours a week even though 
th.ey have -23 employ_e_.es. 
According to - Mrs. DanieJ, 
.. someone has to come in / at 
4:30 a.m. to turn the ovens on 
and we start baking at 6 a.m. 
. - s, / . , 
Mint ·oreo .. tookic / Am·aretto, .: 
and Fudge_' Walnut.-
-
, , ; ,-,: ,, , .. ,_, • 1 .-t · , , , • ,t· =,~-, · 
next to M urkland ',.., Hall.-- The -
Daniels started this during the 
summer _ and will keep selling 
from .the cart' as long as the 
weather stays warm . 
"Yoti on_Iy profit yours~lf." 
Mrs. Oaniel said. - · 
The Bagelry a-lso _ serves 
desserts. like . brownies and 
soup to · its customers. The 
Daniels are also thiking of 
adding a salad bar in the future. _ 
Although from Queens. New 
The Bagelry sells most of its _York~ Mrs ,._ Daniel graduated 
.morning fare to University and from the Unixersity of New , 
tmVn employees. ,"The students Hampshire. "f wanted to get · 
- don't usually make It in until a away. from the city so I came 
·little later." Daniel . said_- here." 
".Although we wou1dn't be here · - T.h ·D · 1 _ . · - -if it wasn't for the students .":--- - · e a_r:iie ~ also e~J 0 Y the 
- -- freedom of being creative and 
_ The Danie-ls h_ave . made it- they are constantly · experi-
even more convenient for / menting with new ideas. Every 
students to buy theiF- hagels. day_1s different for the Daniels 
They run a cart selling bagels and everyday t_hey aim to 
between 9 a.m. and I :30 P:m. please. 
The Daniels mix -,oo pounds 
· of dough_ at a time: This yields 
A photo of Stan Fish was incq,rr~ctly identified as Leo- : 60 do1.e-n bagels which inustrise 
Lessard in Tuesdafs:·issue. ' for' an hour to an hour and a 
· , • / " . ~ ~alf. T~ey arc then boiled for 
There· .is no separate stud~nt_ prnstdential search committ,ee~ two mi-nutes and baked for 10 
Twd students, representing the student body. are me_mb~~of_ . minutys: The B,agelry produces 
the trustee\ presidential search c6J!imittee. · ., , 160 fo 170 dozen fresh ba_gels 
-~ ·~ . . , d a i I y. · . 
. , . ' - :: The Daniels wanted to start.a . 
• . ~ ~. I • • • •• ? j ' ·" ~-:' food business fof years. But 
· Readeh: not inf; errors in tfze New Ham psh I re, hwy--repp~t .. •·we . w a n t ~ 'd . some th i rig 
them by calling News ,Editors Beth_ Germano or_:,Jub:~- :- ~differ_en.t . then . another · 
Hanauer or Editor MagI;ie McKowe1; af 862)490. ' .. : : : _/ Young's,'' Dan_iel. . sajd , They-
'- , · · :-·~ opened the Bagclry .in March 
Weather __ 198_3 .. 
. 1 • ,~ ". The Bagelry' doesn't offer 
The · National Weather Service - predicts sunny skrei :· ··" only ~ bag_e_ls. ·_ It _also . . · sel_\~ 
increasing cloudiness later in the day with hiohs in the mid, ·. · ha~dmadc ic~ cream which ·is , 
60-s. -- · . - .•_ ' •. e . . . ,- ,'· sh1p ·p~d fr -om Exeter. 
·Tb~re's a chance-of rain. S'arurday: ,vHh ·high~ irithfrnithoA', ~•::; ~c_co:dihg to Mr~r £?aniel. 
high 60s: ,. .- • :-_: _, _ - ·. , · · · ' ;,l_,:,. · they ,11 m~,k,c anything_ we ask 
- for." . Th"eTf flavors mclude. 1-----'--,----------------;------ --
The Bagelry has ~ncoutdoor stand :near th~ Jibrary'~n1raric~; ~ _-
Serving ·a ~cust.o:1perc,$cot:hYoung tis , ..(}a:gelry,~worker~• Debb.ie· ,-,_ 
: Donovan. (Jim Millard photo) 




·By Maggie McKowen 
· Details about the investiga-
tion of the residents of Young 
Drive who held a party in 
which at least 50 people were 
arrested will be available after 
Liquor Commissioner investi-
gator B.ob Pierce "clears 
information with his chief." 
Pierce who took over as the 
area investigator on June 20 
sai~ Thursday that he was in 
Durham to have a meeting with 
the UN H Beverage Service 
about how to· '"look for phony 
identification cards." He also 
rriet with the detective division 
of the Durham · Police -
Departmen~ according to 
Lieutenant Donald Vittum. 
Pierce, a police officer and 
another person drove down 
Young Drive at 11 :35 on 
Thursday norning in the 
investigator's · red .Fairmont. 
The car turned around because 
the street is a . dead-end: and 
drove back the other way,~ The 
men were seen pointi,ng to 
various houses on Y ou,ng , 
Drive. 
When asked what the men 
· were doing Vittum said he did 
not know about the incident 
and said it may have just been . 
so·meo ne 's "recollect ion." 
Howe_ver, Pierce said ail he did 
was drive down Young Drive 
on Thursday .morning with .. 
members of the Durham Police 
O~partJTl~nt. , . . , . 
"Yes they were' showi.hg me 
the area," Pierce said. He is 
from Dover and he has "never 
been up there·(at Young Drive) 
before." 
"When dicussing the case, 
· (I'll) have an idea of what they 
are talking about," he said. 
One of the two students who 
were picked up by Pierce 
Thursday morning when they 
were hitch-hiking said Pierce 
YOUNG DRIVE, page 16 
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By Nancy Kaplan 
The devil -is influencing 
today's youth through\. rock 
music . That was the message of 
David Hill, a pastor from 
Amherst New Testatrtent 
. Church, in Amherst, Mass\ 
Hill spoke - before a · pacl,<ed 
Forum Room in the Dimdnd 
. Library Wednesday night a~ a 
part of a present at i o\n 
· sponsored by the New 
Testament Fellowship, a ·group 
affiliated with the New 
Testament Church of D u rham . 
Dav~ Hill, pastor of the Amherst, Mass area New Testament Church (left of center)leadsgroup of . 
music fans through satanic tour of modern rock music. (Jim ~llard photo) · . 
"Satan uses music very 
widely as a means of influence," 
said H i 11 to the crowd 
consisting mostly of students. · 
Hill explained that there are 
Marking addresses faculty 
By Bill Durling 
The USN H Board · of 
Trustees have done · ••fairly 
well" but " ould do a better. 
job", accor: ing to University 
System . New Hampshi're 
·chancell r Kasper Marking .. 
for USNH. 
Questioned about the 4.5 
percent pay raise for university 
faculty, he said due to the 
problems with the state's 
finances, the faculty was 
"fortunate" to receive th~ .raise 
because the "legisla'rufe wanted 
to keep it at zero." He said once 
the $40 million·deficit the State 
faces is eased.~. salaries shou'ld · 
he said. ·•1 · don't uhder_stand 
why a student, faced witti goi·ng 
to UNH or a small private 
college, __ c-hooses the small 
private college." The problem 
is not the faculty, who he called 
"an amazing quality of people:" 
MARKING, page 7 
two spiritual realms in the 
world, "the realm of God, Jesus 
Christ and his angels,- and the 
realm of Darkness, the realm of 
Satan. It's important what 
realm the music you listen to is 
in," he said, '"Jesus Christ is 
Lqr;p." 
"Music has a purpose," Hill 
said. "Music can produce 
changes.- in attitude.s. Music ·is 
not neutral. What a musician 
has in his heart and spirit will 
be communicate_d through his 
MUSIC, page 21 
. Spea ing , Wednesday in the 
Foru Room of the Dimond 
Libr ry, Marking criticized the 
Tr tees ·for foctJsing too. 
ri_ rowly on running . the 
University as a business. This is 
due largely, he said, to the 
strong representation . of the 
business community. "Maybe .. 
business aright tb 'berit'n li'ke we .· 
are." 
·. improve, mal<ing them rriore 
competitive with other New ·· Ru s· 1- c·au· s·e s 
England state universities. · · · 
Those comments, however, 
were the only · cri.ticisms in 
Marking's talk, · which was 
mostly positive concerning the 
Trustees. · . 
Marking s~id he has noticed 
a change. in student values in 
the last few years. There is a 
noticeable "lack of intellectual-
ity" in today's students, he said. 
To change ·that attitude he 
suggested an Honors program 
Marking pointed out that · · · 
from fiscal 1975 to fiscal 1982 ·· · t ·-.· t d • - } 
~he6eneral ·- Fundexpenditure~ w~ er ' 0 ISCO or 
Increased 103.8 percent. 
Unfortunately, over that same 
period, USNH spending " 
increased only 58 percent, and 
education as a whole increased 
30 percent. 
. The . lack of funding is 
reflected · at lower levels of 
education as well. "The 30 
pe.rcent of high · school 
graduates in this state who 
move on to four year colleges is 
way below what it should be," 
By Andrea Des Jardins 
During the past week, Area 
III and Forest Patk' re.sidenfs 
were coocerned about the 
brown tint of their water. 
According to Kevin Clavin, 
Utilities Engineer with the 
Maintenance Department, . the 
brown tint "poses no biological 
health hazard, but it is not 
acceptable quality of water." 
The discoloration is a 
common problem caused by a 
h~_ay,y c,,,'?.PGr,IJtr~!ipp of rust in 
the t.focferground' ·water pipes, 
Clavin .said. 
The rust particles settle down 
during periods of low water 
consumption, but gets ·. mixed 
into the water when use rises. 
· The · return of the students 
and construction in Area III 
WATER, page 9 
Funding aids two departments 
By Harold Young and Sue · "research efforts will focus on · 
'Bolduc . . understanding the connections 
The English and Education between · reading and writing. 
departments at UN H have The department makes a very 
strengthened their· research and serious commitment to the 
teaching of reading and writing . teaching of writing." · 
because of two recently As part of this committment 
approved Elliot Development and as an attempt to emphasir 
Fund grants. the · ties between reading and 
The Elliot Development 
Fund was established in ·· 
memory of John Spaulding 
Elliot, a UNH graduate .of 1915 • 
who died in 1978. 
The English department 
received a $300, 16 7., three-year 
grant which will allow for 
hiring of new faculty, increased 
faculty research and participa-
tion in · national conferences, 
sponsorship of conferences . 
· with nationally known experts, 
support of graduate assistants, · 
and the buyi·ng of new word 
processors. · · 
· · Associate Professor Andy 
M e rt on of t he E n g l is h. 
department's iournalism 
program said processors for 
student use, probably on a sign-
up, first come, first serve basis." 
·writing, will be the integration 
of the department's "composi-
tion · program, freshman 
· English and . English 50 I, and 
other lite.rature, linguistics, · 
journalism, fiction, and poetry 
courses. 
Following ·along this line 
-the department now intends to 
involve all types of faculty iri 
the teaching ·of freshman · 
reading and composition. 
English professor Les 
Visher, past director of the 
freshman English program, 
said in the . last three to four 
·years to 401 -and 501 
compostion program has: 
suffered major blows because 
of the ·budget crisis. 
"This grant enables us to 
shore up holes in our program 
and improve the foundation of 
40 I and 501," Fisher said. 
"More specifjcally the monies 
provided will allow us to off er · 
tenure positions to 40 I and 501 
faculty, something · we haven't 
been able to do in the past." 
English chairperson Carl 
Dawson said the Elliot 
Thes~ Durham residents stopped to investigate a fire hydrant . 
duripg a walk along CQIJ~ge Rqa.d. . . (Rob Bossi photo) . . . 
Accordi·ng to English 
Profossor Don Murray, 
C\RL DAWSON " FUNDING, page 4 
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, -visiting ·professor 
targets ed1lc8tion · 
By Karen Harris 
. "It was perfectly clear what ' 
the place of women in 
education was. We had no 
place!" , 
Philosophy professor and 
Women's Studies scholar Jane 
Roland Martin's le_cture/ dis-
cussion in the M. U. B. 
Wednesday explajned why. 
Visiting UNH from UMass 
Boston, Martin was chosen by 
the Women's Studies depart-
ment to address the problems 
, women have faced he:cause. o.f 
an ih'he"rent . maleness to 
education. 
Speaking informally w the 
each talks about educating 
women. 
U sin_g . her research, ,' the 
Radcliffe graduate argued ,that 
society has \ised the same 
educa.tio.n . designed to 
transform boys to men for 
. women, and therefore :left out 
· the reproductive ·or -·nurturing 
aspects. · "We 're left," -she , . · 
larp.ents, "with an _e<;lµcation . 
which ·nas ~separated . reason 
from emotion . .It . li;aves out 
emotion.',' .- 'The , foHow-up 
discussion surmised . that men . 
lose out as well as women: 
audience of men and women, 
Martin highlighted res.earch -
from her third book, "Ideals of 
the Educated Woman" to be 
finished this fall. 
How ctowe mov.e·away:from 
this traditional education 
which leaves 1 women out? 
Martin an~we'rs that it" is "very 
helpf.uL to .examine idea:l,s ,held 
·up"for women fo the 'jfast: so we 
don.'t make the same mistake 
, ' .. ' . 
Members of-the Student Senate ex~~utive board include: (left to right) Dan Carr, Cathy Saunders, 
:John :Pavis, Jamie Ifock;Phil °Cohghliii, Terri McGuiness, Roy Lenardson, Chris Guimont, Bob 
Research and lecture focused 
on wo_rks by Plato, Rousseau, . 
and Mary_ Wo!l_~nstonecraft as 
Lang, -~tev~_ Parker, Dennis·· Bellu~ci, Luke Krainer an_~ ~aurie Unaitus. (Jim Millard _photo) 
twice.'; ., . . . . 
SAFC · holds orientation 
. ·- ' . ' ~ -- ~--,~. " . ,.,, 
By Robin Peters 
(continued from pag~-~). . 
Student Activity Fee 
Counc.iL Chai rm_an Steve 
Parker introduced an 
' orientation for .. SAFC/ SAFO 
,.\1' members last 1\i~sday that he 
Development Fund grant will . Carney of the Education , . hopes will become a fradirion 
establish a "new kind of department said the grant will : for UN H student organiza-
English · department that may support graduate assistant- . tions. 
becomij a model for the shi.ps and purchase of · "The purpose was to teach 
discipline." computer equipment. . them (members) the policies 
Education faculty will work faculty in both the English and .fiscal responsibilities of 
to establish a PhD. program in and Education dep~rtments SAFC and SAFO," he said. 
September, 1984, for the study . credited Interim UNH According: to Parker, the 
and teaching oL-reading ·and President Gordon Haaland meeting was for ~•presidents, 
At 'tlie Alumni Center the problems we did last year. 
meeting Parker handed out Orientation should make our 
information pac;.kets. which .. jobs .a lot easier.'.' 
included the .philosophies and Student Body President 
the purposes behind the SAF Jamie Rock agreed. · 
o-rganizations. "Between all the ·· o.rganiz~-
"We presented everything in tions, they are handling $1.6 
a rmtshell," Parker said. million dollars during a year." 
Parker said such an Rock said."Business' managers 
orientation never existed now ·. realize what a · big 
before, but shouid have been responsibility that is." 
organized long ago. _ Rock · also said t h
0
e 
"Last year, a lot of business orientation created · a sense of 
managers didn't know what unity between · student-
they were doing. It was a organiza_tions. 
· writing with their thre,e-year, with supporting the appropri- general managers, editors ... the 
$96,000 grant. ation of funds. Haaland could hea_d honchos , of .all , the · 
combination of lack of training "I. want to make this 
and lack of communication . '( orie~tation) a tradition, 
HopefoHr: we won't run into _'add'in.g improvements with 
I 
Associate Professor John not be reached for comment. organizations." • · 
'I . ~ 
-• --·-r;ys,3ttle i=or The Re.st 
~-en You·-can Have The Best .. 
- I• • . . ·, 
---Delivers To The -_Town Of. 
Durham A·s· Well As The_ 
UNH Campus. 
7 Days A W~e.k. 6 _p.m. - 1 a.m~ 
Th.i_s Weeks Special 
Roast Beef Special / Fresh Homemade Onion Rings 
Sm. Soft Drink $2.00 
42 Mai_n Street - Tel. 868-2224 
11 a.m: - 1 a.m. Weekdays, 11 .a.m. 2 a.m. Weekends 
- - e~ch year," she said.-
Mon. 8-10 p.m. 
Delta Zeta, Madbury Rd. 
COME HEAR 
ABOUT. THE· PLANS 
FOR OUR NEW HOUSE 
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•Bells · ring . anew for .UNH 
By Sandy LaCouture 
. Beginning this weekend 
UN H will have a new sound 
ringing _from · the tower at 
Thompson Hall. 
As the result of a donation 
· from the cl~ss of 1943, the 
University now ha_s the largest 
carillon bell system ·of its kind 
in the northeast, -the new 246 
bell Henderson . Memorial 
carillon. · 
The actual carillon bel.ls will 
no longer · be loc·ated at 
Thompson Hall but have been 
tral)sported to · the Elliott 
Alumni Center. The sound of 
WRITERS!! 
the bells will be transmitted to Bourdon Bells, English Major 
Thompson Hall by telephone Bells, English Minor Bells and 
wire and broadcast through an , Flemish · Bells. They wifr be 
improved ampl'ificafion played by cari1Ionneu·r 
system. Franklin Heald who has 
The class of 1943 wanted to · recorded an album of New 
put the system in the Alumrii Hampshire melodies and· 
Center so other alumni could songs from the 1940's . with 
enjoy it. .. carillon bells. · •· · 
The Grand Symphony The Henderson Memorial 
Carillon console was finished ·Carillon bells have been named 
on June 25, 1983. The set will iD memory · of Oren V. •·oad" 
replace the 64 carillon bells that Henderson who was head of 
were originally installed in the Registrar's Office for 
· 1952. · twenty years. 
Included in the new system 
are four sets of bells: the 
We can give ._ you experience at 




Market Square Portsm~uth ~ 
436-2605 
Liquid Sky Buss.es leave from Thompson Hall 
Frj., Sat.,. Sun. 6: 15 and 8~15 p.m. 
· $.50 .round trip $4.00 admission 
CALENDAR 
EXHIBITIONS: University Art Galleries present "Double Vision:· 
Streoscopic Views of Chin'a 1908-1928" and "Nova Scotia College of 
Art & Design: Prints and Books." Exhibition continues through 
October 26. Monday-Wednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.rp.: Thursday 10 a.m.-
8 p.m.: Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.: closed Fridays and 
University holidays. 
FRIDAY, September 16 
DEADLINE: Last day to add courses without Dean's approval and 
without $10 late add fee. Last day to_ choose pass/fail grading 
alternative. 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. Vermont and Bates. Field House, 
3 p.m. 
SATURDAY, September 17 · 
UNH BASEBALL: vs. St. Joseph's. Brackett Field, '12 noon. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Springfield. Memorial Field, I 
p.m . . 
SUNDAY, September 18 
MUSO FILM: •Thilly Scenes of Winter." Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Admission $1. 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: ••The Return of the 
Students to the Durham Red Cross Galaxy!" Granite State Room, 
. Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. 
WRITERS SERIES: Seymour Hersh Lecture. Hersh, who won the 
Pulitzer Prize for uncovering the My Lai massacre in Vietnam, is 
author of ''The Price of Power," a highly critical account of Henry 
Kissinger's activities as National Security Advisor and Secretary of 
State in the Nixon and Ford Administrations. Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. · 
TUESDAY, September 20 
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room, 
Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. · 
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. Bowdoin. Field House Tennis Courts, 
3:30 p.m. . · . , 
UNH VOLLEYBALL: vs. Dartmouth. Lundholm Gym, Field 
House, 7 p.m. 
B,usiia~liCS. clubs. orp~t~..-:-: ·• 
. H~k totes~· golf ·shrrti: ~~atsliil'IJ. · 
_ Manr st,r~s availabl~_" __ · .•. . ._, - ._ 
· -~o order tM si'liaU · · 
. . . . ·- .· :~ 
)N .H. :PRlNtWORKs 
· 3 fj t tafaycite- Road · 
· Ports~n,uth,-~.H. 03KOI 
Shibumi 
·-·Fresh new fashions 
for the man with 
a distinctive o.utlook 
on life. 
Shibumi . . on the loft in 
Tai -pan Alie{ 
·•PEiE~:c.·"o•E1DER 
. 'i 60J..431-~Jl9_: 
1 7 Ceres Street _ 
Fall subscriptions now available Portsm~uth, New Hampshire (603)436-8383 • 
· ··· 9.nother. Macro Polo production 
- --.~••- --,~~•~=•-~0 .. ·->--.. ·.-~•~-,-~-;~ -- "·•=-•--·" • ~ ..,~,,;..;~~~:.:, _.,.1 .;;,c--=•-~•-=•~• iiiiiii' .;• - -~•iiii•iiii••:.;-;;•~ •~,~;jjj,.jj;j,{ jjj;-~iii;j,_ii;-= •W•~••='-:;••~::; =· :.• ~- iii. ••iiiii•"~iii' •;.;-~•-~ •~•~.'....iii• •iii~~;;~;iii-.iii:,"·~ 
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ACADEMIC 
HORSEMANSHJp AnSci 402: Openings 
a_vailable for beginners, : intermediate and 
· J:tdvanced: ,Contact Amy. Dickens or·Janet -Briggs, 
862-1171. - . . 
ALP H A ZETA OR GA N'I Z AT I ON AL 
MEETING:' For members. Monday, September 
19, Room 202 ,- Kendall, 6:30 p.m. If u~abie to 
attend, call Thelma at 862-2178 or 2-2-179, leave 
name and ·phone number. · 
~THLETICS AND RECREATION 
YOUTH GYMNASTfCS INSTRUCTION 
R_EGISTRATION: September 19--30, Room 151, 
Field House, 9 a .m. to 4 p.m. Call 862-1528 for 
more information. · 
CAREER_ 
. MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by 
Career Planning and , Placement. For students 
'• finding it · difficult to · schedule regul-ar 
appointments. Monday, September 19, Balcony 
Table, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. · 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
BEGINNING SOS: Coµrse provides instruction in 
creating and editing file~ us-ing the l)J:CIQ_: line-
oriented editor, SOS : Prerequisite is . B'eginning 
Timesharing. Tuesday., September 20, from 2. to 
4:30 p.m. Fee is $2 .. 
HEALTIJ SERVICES 
ACTRESS AND ACTOR WANTED: Health 
Education Center needs an aetress and actor to 
· _portray characters in ·an educational slide/ tape 
:prograin. -Apply now at Health ·Education Center. 
Call 862- 1987· for mor_e information. 
COMMUNICATIONS OR MARKETING 
INTERNSHIP OR FIELD EXPERIENCE 
AVAILABLE: Sponsored by "The Clinic'~ -
Dover's Prenatal and Family Planning Program. 
Activities _ include providing , news)etters, 
-broc.hure.s, gu-ides; ::idverti.1:ement.1: , -i-mplementi1;1g ' 
pre-estabJis_hed inark½.ting program. and more. 
-Apply how. Call 862-1987 for moFe information. 
HEALTH SERV.ICES CONSUMER BOARD 
MEETING: Monday, . September 19, Grafton 
_ Room, Mem·orial Union, 10 to. I I p.m. All students 
welcome. by Career Planning and Placement. Lecture and 
discussion sessions devoted to written job-getting , 
cominunicati<;>n techniques, resumes, cover letters, __ ; r · . 
etc. Monday; September 19; Forum Room,: - -
L.b 6 ·· ::\~QUI! ~,_MOK ING CUN_ IC: S_ ponsored by Healt . · 1 rary, p.m. S H I h I . erv1ces . . , e':1 ! a tern<1tives to smoking ar 
CLUBS AND ORGANJZA1IONS 
NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP WEEKLY 
CHRISTIAN GATHERING: Bi}?lical principles 
for victorious living will _be the topic. Wednesday, 
September 21, Forum Room, Library, 7:30 to 9 
p.m. 
SIMULATION GAME.S CLUB MEETING: New 
members welcome. Friday, September i 6 and 
Saturday, September 17, Hillsborough / Sullivan 
Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m. . 
~ONTRA DANCE: Sponsored by . Country 
·Dancers. Saturday, September 17, Strafford 
Room, Memorial Uriion, 8:30 p.m. Admission $3 . 
UNH CHESS CLUB TOURNAMENT: Open to 
everyone, prizes for first place· and-best beginner .. -
Wednesday, S~ptember 21 , Room 53, Hamilton 
Smith, 7 p.m. Admission is 50(1; , 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or 
· stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USNH personnel. All coursrs are 
he-Id .in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise ind'ica ted.. · 
WORDSTAR WORD PROCESSING 
PROGRAM FOR CP/_M MICROS-1,2: Two- . 
session introduction to WordStar, a CP/ M 
compatible text editor ona microcomputer. Video 
editing, formatting and printing are discus~ecl. 
Monday, September · 19 and Wednesday, 
September 21 from JO a.m. to noon . Fee is $4. 






stressed. -- ~a-rt1c1-pants lea-rrt ·r~laxation technique 
., -· ~o help --0 -. them cope ·with _ Sm9king cessation~ 
. _ Monday, September 19, Thursday, September 22, . 
Monday, September 26, Thursday, September 22, 
Monday, September 26, Tht,1rsday, September 29, 
Memorial Union, noon to I p .m. . 
. WEIGHT CONTROL PR0GR:AMS: Sponsored 
.by Health Services . . Stresses behavior 
modification, good nutrition, adequate physical 
activity and stress management techniques. 
Groups limited to ten people. Interview required. 
Ten week sessions. Group A will meet Tuesdays. 
starting September 20 from I :30 to 3 p.m. _and 
Gr.oup B will meet on Wednesdays, starting 
September 21 from 2 to _4 · p.m. both in the 
Memorial Union. 
GENERAL -
SKI TRIP TO THE ALPS (ZERMATT, 
CERVINIA, VAL d'ISERE): A few spaces still 
open for trip scheduled for December 30 to 
January 16. Contact Professor Helmut Pfa11ner, 
Room 17, Murkland, 862-1218 or 868-2737. 
MUSO HLM . SERIES: "Chilly Scenes of 
Winter." Sunday, September I 8, Strafford ·Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission is$!. 
MORT AR BOARD BOOK RETURNS AND 
C.HECK PICK-UP: Bring white slips and student 
ID. Sunday, September 18 through Friday, 
September 23, Notch Room; Memorial Union, 
noon to 7 p.m. _ _ 
GERMAN COFFEE - HOUR: Sponsored by 
Gruppe A,chtzig- The German Club. Wednesday, 
September 21, Room 10, Murkland, ·noon. 
·Mon. Sept. 19th 8p.m. 
Strafford Room, MU8 
Admission Free 
_ Tickets available at 
MU B ticket office 
UNH will feature 
on ~~chronicle" 
A five-minute television 
segment picturing life at UNH 
will be shown Tuesday, Sept.20 
· on WCVB-TV Channel ·s's 
news magazine ·-chronicle." 
The crew then taped · student 
· interviews on the second floor 
The show will'be airedat 7:30 
p.m. 
On Thursday, Sept. 15, 
Chronicle co-host Pet-er _ 
Mehegan and a: camera crew 
toured the UN H campus 
J ifrning various scenes for the 
five minute segment. Accord-
·ing to Cathy Wolfe, a news 
writer and . editor at the UNH 
News Bureau.· Channel 5 chose 
fo come to UNH because UNH 
·was a good, typical campus. 
Mehegan and his crew 
visited Professor Andy 
Merton's advanced news- . 
writing class in the morning 
and interviewed Merton about 
changes· in studints over the 
past ,years. · 
of Randall Hall. , 
M ehegan asked students 
about. dorm life at UNH' and 
about the stvle of life in a ·CO-ed 
dorm. • · 
Interim University president 
Gordan Haaland 's . office was 
also part of the crew's ageI).da. 
. L_ater, . they_ s.toppe<i at Sig.ma _. 
Nu fraternity for 'a_ look at '. 
Greek life at UNH . -
In the afternoon, Mehegan-
conducted an interview with' 
Maggie McKowen, editor of 
the New Hampshire, about the 
chGJpge_s ~,t_ LI,_~ f-:1- oyer t~~ pa<..~t, . 
four years . Financial aid and 
career goals were the-. m_ain 
focus of Mehegan's questions. 
Finaliy, the crew_ ended their 
tour with a visit to one of the 
UNH co_mputer clusters. 
Co-llle visit the-
UNH 
Art · Gallery 
COOL-AID 
A training weekend for 
both old & new members -
. in-Devine -Lounge 
Sat. Sept. 17, 9 a.m.- I 2 noon 
Sun. Sept. 18, 12 - 2 p.m. 
D 
_,/!iveawl~. 
through Syracuse U~iversity's study abroad programs. 
Study in one of SU's 27 academic programs conducted in 
England, France, Italy, Spain and other locations. Grants 
are available for a semester, a year, o-r a summer of foreign 
stu~y. Want .to learn more? Complete and return this ad to 
Michael Calo, Division of International Programs Abroad, 
335 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13210. (315) 423-3471. 
Name ________ ..;._ _______________ _ 
Address _____________________ ___,,. 
_City ____________ _;__· __ State __ __.__Zip ___ _ 
Program ·ot interest 
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----M-ARKING 
. ( cont'inued from page 3) 
When a faculty member 
asked why the Board of 
Trustees · was picking on the 
bookstore, when it has a .. blind 
spot'" when . it comes to the 
sports programs, primarily the 
football team. Marking repli~d 
that the sports program is a 
·•ctifferent kind of deficit." He 
said the Board does look into 
the football program every 
year. He did not mention the . 
pnssibility of any actions 
concerning the · team in the 
future. 
YARD SALE 
9:00 a.m. Saturday, September 17 
Forest Park Apartnie_nts 
Furniture, clothes, books, records, housewares, toys, arid more! 
Come, by anci pick up .something 
fc,r your .room' or yourself. 
The New Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weeklYthrougho:ut the academic year. Our offices are located in Roorr:i 151 . 
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH. Durham. N.H. 03824. Busmess 
Office hour~ : Monduy- Friduy 10 AM-2 PM .• . Academic yeurs':'bscription: 
$18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham. NH 03824. Advertisers should· 
<;heck · their ads· the first ' day. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
responsible for typogra_phical or other err?rs, but will reprint tha_t part ~f_an 
advertisement in which . a typographical error appears. 1f not1f1ed 
immediatelv. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The Ne»· 
Hampshire: 151.MUB. UNH. Durham. NH.03824. 11,000copie·sperissue. 
printed by Journal Tribu·ne, Biddeford Maine. 
NICK'S 
. /~~ . . · · .. 
Come see. 
_ ur new Sub line 
Best deal 
·_ for the · best -price 
Roast Beef $2.20 
NEW SOFTWARE 
URGENTLY NEEDED! 
ATTENTION PROGRAM AUTHORS , 
.Your original program may be 
worth SSS In the 
$1 billion software market . 
Leun about this excit ing and 
unique method of selling your 
wor.l<s. 
· *No agents 
·• No hidden fees 
· • No commissions 
Write tod~y for free details. 
PROGRAMMERS'; PIPELINE 
, Dept. D, P.O. BOX 666, 
GLENOORA,CA, 91740 
----FINALIST,S•-.. ---· ---
< continued from page 1) 
recommendation, while the deadline, they now are hoping 
larger groups, · such as the- to reach a decision by the 
approximately 80 member September 22 Board of 
faculty group, handed in Trustees . meeting . . The next 
separate recommendations. possible date would be October 
Currently the search committee . 15 ·wheh the Trustees are next 
is_ in the process of looking over scheduled to meet. 
these sheets. 0 f t he o rig i n a l s i x 
The - committee is also candidates, _Dr. Joseph . C. 
visiting .the Brookings Institute Burke withdrew after visiting 
where Dr. A. Lee Fritschler is '. the campus in late July, Dr . . 
' n_ow the · director · of the Ralph E. Christoffersen·took a 
Advanced Study Program, and job . with Up-john .· Chemical 
Deere · and Company in Company, and Dr. George W. 
Moline, Ill. where Dr. Gordon Wheeler acce'pted the job of · 
H. Mill.ar is the Executive Vice- Provost of the University of 
· President of Engineering. . Tennessee. 
'-...Ji!=========~i),..,' Although the committee had 
originally set a September I 
THE co~MMODITIES MARKET 
/--
A Consignment. Store 
-The Place to BUY and SELL 
"Experienced" Home Furnishings 
'~ \ ~ ----~ I -
! I ) ) ' I - , ,.·-'/ j / ~ 
c.{~ ~ 8l;1 i ~- ::_:::--_ ============:'.J 
208 Atlantic Ave., Rte. IO ID Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday l0-4 
North .Hampton, N.H. 03862 Thursday IQ;..8, .Saturday l0-5 
· · . I /2 mile east of Rte. I . . . . 964-5148 · 
Visit our Manch_e~ter, N._H. store at 5 Bl<?dget St. 
. ;!Pl KAPPA ALPHA Pl KAPPA ALPHA_ Pl KAPPA ALPHA 
a. .... 
Cl 
. Cl a. 
IL. 
Cl .. a: -a.. 
-S_ept. 20 
Sept. 22 
Informational Meeting ·7:30 p.m. 




~ ~This · Is Your · Last ·chance · Cl . . 
a.. 
Sept. 30-Oct. 2 
Oct. 7-9 
Oct. 14-16 
Oct. 21-23 · 
- Oct. 28-30 
Nov. 4-6 
N:o v ~ 10,:--13 . , : 
Dean of Students Office 
_Canoeing 
International & U.S. Students 
Rockclimbing Trip 
·. Biking _ 
Backpacking 
·,. Back packing 
Rbckclimbing 
P·atent/St~dent 3 Day Weekend 
THEFIRESitiE EXPERIENCE 
If you are · interested •in a vigorous learning 
experience that will teach you more abqut yourself 
and others, "plan on attending an inform_ational 
meet'ing about the above trips and sign-up times 
on 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20th at 
7:30 PM in PARSONS LIOI 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 




~ To -Meet Th·e -Brothers Of · a.. 
















Pl KAPPA ALPHA 
OPEN RUSH 
Monday, -Sept. .· 19 8-10 p.m. 
Dort_'t miss this opportunity! . 
Refreshments served · 
:a: z. , 
-a 
cs -
~ - ~ 
Cl ~ -a: z 
i: · VHdlV UddVH Id UHdlU VddUH Id VHdlU UddUH Id ,ai. 
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Then get in on th~ grQund floor inourundergraduate officer -, ■ You-can take free civilia11"flying'l€SSOris " · -_ 
·_ commissioning p.rogram. You could start planning on a-career like the ■ You're commissioned upon graduation- - _ .. 
. men"in tills_ adhave. And also have some great advantages like: If-you're looking to move up quickly, Iookinto the
1Marine Corps' 
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year - undergraduate officer commissicming-program. You·coyld start off 
■ __ Asa freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic · -making more than $17,000~a year · _'._ 
training during·two six-week summer -----------''-----------
sessions and earn more than $1100 I IL· ,. ; - ~ - · - · -
, :7::~:1::m~!:ndurc ,.,an , ,qmo~e 
upqwcldy .... ···• 
Ma~yo11 ~ b~one of us.· 
See your Officer Selection Officer, Capt Flynn ·when he visits your campus, or call 
· -him at (603) ~88-0830. 
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----WATER-------
(continued from page 3) 
was enough to create the 
problem. 
To combat the problem, the 
Maintenance department has 
been .. frantically flushing the 
valves" for the past five days to 
clean out the system, Clavin . 
said. 
However, flushing the valves 
only cleans the underground 
pipes,· . but there are stiil 
. particles in the water pipes ·of 
residence halls. · · 
To .clear the residence hall 
for their water supply," and 
- they have "'not been affected at 
all." 
Clavin advises stuqents to 
. avoid using the brown water · 
and asks students to report any 
wa.ter · problems to the 
Maintenance Department 
immediately, . stating the · 
location and color of the water. 
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p i p e s , t _h e re s i d e n t s o f 
Hubbard, Williamson, 'and 
Christensen Halls were asked 
Wednesday night to run all of ,. . · 
their faucets at the same time 
.PICK YOUR OWN APPL.ES . 
"to put a heavy . load on the 
system," Clavin said. 
C ~ . .. · 
. . MATHES GARRISON · FARM 
Langley Road.. -868-2350 D~rham, N~H. 
The Blue Three perfornied Monday night in the Strafford 
~oom of the Memorial Union Building. (Jim Mil!ard photo) 
Many residents -were · 
· concerned that the water wa:s 
being used for food prepara-
tion _at Philbrook dining hall 
According tq Terry Swan, 
manager of . Philbrook, the 
dining hall .. uses a filter system 
· Mon. - Thurs. 4-6 p.m. . 
Fri., Sat .. & Sun. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
21h,Mil~ From Rte. 108 OffDurham Point Road 
Got An Eye For Savings?? 
Permalens ®extended-wear contact 
lenses s1 49 Now Only 
· Includes: 
• Fitting and ·lnstruction 
• Contacts and Carrying Case 
• Solutions with Care Kit 
• All Follow-Up Visits 
Ask Your Doctor-for Your Updated 
Eyeglass Prescription 
Call Us For Your Appointment Today!! 
749-2094 
Daily wear soft contacts Now Only $89 
with Chemical Kit or $109 with Thermal Kit 
Lunette Optique 
466 Central Avenue 
· Dover, N.H. 03820 
Howto beat=,-- __  
.. Sweatemlle's pric;eS . 
on brand-name fashions. 
Making your own clothes is about the only way to compete 
with Sweatetville discounts on famous-label fashions. 
Sweatetville is a factory outlet, with no middlemen between 
us and the manufacturer. . _ _ · 
That's why prices are lower than "discount" on all l<inds of 
sweaters, blouses, sportswear, shirts, skirts and more. 
We offer.names like Old Colony, Crazy Horse, Bonnie Doon, 
and Ce·ntury fo name just a few. And others we_ can't even advertise 
because prices are so low-but you'll recogni~e them instantly. 
~ . 
~- At Sweaterville, we have fine clothing for th~, whole 
'famU· ,-in.a hu e selection of sizes-and colors. This . 
week, ·we're featurin Ladies Old Colon . :ac tic , ~ - ", 
shetland sweaters, v-neck and crew neck sold· · ·_ / _ 
elsewhere for $20.00: at Sweaterville, just$7.99. . . • 99 
· · So stop in before you start your fall shopping. F:or directions 
to the Sweatetville neare.c,t you, call toll-free 1-800-323:1000. 
We've got low clothing prices all sewn up. 
. PORTSMOUfH, Maplewood Ave., (603) 436-5521; 
PORTSMOtrrn:, Maplewood Ave.; LA.CONWIAKEPORT, Elm St.; WOLFEBORO, South Main St.; NORTH CONWAY, Rt. 16; 
STOWE, Vf ., Mountain Rd., _(West Plaza); HINGHAM, 222 _North St.; WEST DENNIS, Rt. 28, ( Colonial Candle Plaza). 
' . 
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SALE GIBBERISH 
. Back to school sale, Early _ Bird -Special, 
Factory authorized sale, . Special direct 
shipment .... No matter · what you call it, the 
price· is still the same I ,. 
$24.80 on sale 
Regular 31.00 · · 
North F.a~e.· 
Peli_ca_IJ pac~ 
· _,lPildtrnt55 Crails ~, 
_ ·Pettee Brook Lane . · · - · Tel . 
. Durharr\. New H~mpsh1re 03:824 . (603) 868-5584 '" -. 
·-; _ · HOU RS :_ r.,on. - Fri. 9 a.~. · 5:30 p.m. Sat. 9 a/n -
0
-S p.m - • _ - -~. _ 
7
, -~'--. ~- c·' · 
~ muso 
Phot9scho·o1 & Darkrooms 
Welcomes the freshman class and returning 
_ students back to_ UNH anc:1 reminds everyone 
that _classeswill begin September 18 in Basic . 
arid Advanced Photography. Darkroom wil_l also 
be open soon. 
DON'T WAIT! 
. REGISTER NOW at the MUSO Office, Rm. 148 
.of the MUB, 
or call 2-1485 for more info. 
oo 1.-, ·-now1 
CLASSES .START NEKT WEEH 
file&•· elal 
·f•aie•alig 
COME .JOIN :USJ 8:00-10:00 
man. 19th 25 ·main st. (#A~_3, Orange) 
wed .. ~I st 40 young dr. 
BUILDING FOil THE 
F·UTU,RE 
191111l!lnllal!l!lllllllll!lllll-11.91111~.¥!1111!-lllllll ...... !lll!llll!!IIIIBl!lll--ll!lll!lli1BIJl!l--l!ll!l!II----~-,,----_,.,--'°'@ 111111111•11111!11.-lll'ICCWlll ______ "'!' __;;;.;.;;4.'!II-Ui.lli!,_ __ a'll111.1!91-Gl~;fl.!II llll!lllll-ll!lRllll!l'!!!! _____ QRAll'II_S_,.&111'1~-.. =t:_,,_,.._.,._,..~_....,... __ _ 
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··Letters 
states. , . . . ... true:-_, .arid .:your Vermont_-New · · 
· Ha_mpshire Red Cross Blood the roar of the Wookie·e!! . . . . 
Red· Cross 
Hospitalized . beyond' :Yhe 
borders. · the only _requirement 1s 
· that the patient notify his local Red 
Cross . so that replacement may be 
' Services was launched! Your Spacey Blood -Chaimari · · It -is hoped that ·a public official 
_ _ On~ light year later, a lift; saving Jarry Stearns such as_ a Mayor will recognize hi's 
· · -batalLron embarked on a trek to Durham Red Cross - obligation to protect tne health 
To the Editor: made. 
While the theme of ""the Return Two outs_tanding fea·tµres of this · 
of the Students" as the Durham service are _ t.hat donors give 
Red Cross Blood Drive _is a light voluntarily with no reward other 
one to welc"ome UNH students then self pride; and that, while 
back to rhe Campus, it also heralds - blood is exported to assist patients 
a most importc;1ntf our day visit. hospitalized in another region, no 
Sched'uled for September ·19th, · supply is imported from other ·· 
through September 22nd. ·and sources. 
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. ea.ch day at I. Co-upled with _ a brief but'strict 
the Memorial Union. tnis opening review of the donor's medical 
. drive of the academic year needs a history; these factors _make it 
-gre.ater than usual response, · poss-ible to better protect both 
This _ long, hot summer made donor and reoipient and process 
many problems for Red Cross, the _safest product available. . 
with the . month or August ending Whik. 11.0 ~111tq;t11i.::y t!xi:st:s at 
below · its estimated goal. fhis time, the situation is serious · 
-. September has its problems too,_ and the only way to prevent it 
since inanv donors will leave for becoming worse is for more donors 
vacation and_ may be . ·u-na b.le to to respond to, fight the existing 
donate --at their usual site. · problem: · 
ponars are urged to remember Jarry Stearns 
that this Verrnonr-New Hampshire Chairman· 
Red Cross Blood Services, now 0 in · Durham Red Cross 
its 33 year. is one · of the best 
volunteer programs in the cou~try. 
Its policy provides for meeting 
patient blootj needs whether or not 
they are a donor. Hospitalized in 
this region. the patient neec;J ·take 
no actio9-< since Red Cross is the 
on!y Collection Agency in the tw,o 
To the Editor: 
A long time ago, in a Vermont 
Galaxy: far, far away, a 
·compass_ionate man's dream cam.e · 7" 
TAU KAPPA -
_EPSl£ON ·.-. 
Add To .Your C_ollege Experience 
•' . :: .s.· ~ ..... _,,. ' 
" ,. Tau K iippa-Epsilon -
· ... The world's largest Social Fraternity 
· Ranked #1 for the 21st year ln a row. 
,_.,;, .. ·_":_:, ·-::.. ,_ -~~~, ~ .,. - . ..... _ . . ., .. ~ 
TKE Offers Many Advantages 
. . 
: .. Job Referral Service after College!! 
... ScholarshipAids!! __ 
_ .. :over 300 chapters to ~isit .in U.S. & Canada!! 
Open Rush 
'Monday.,., Sept. 19,:· 1·983 
Wedn~sda·y, ~epC2l,,,J983 , 
from 9-10 ··P.·m .. 
. _,..,...-->\ - --- . 
Do UDO haue 
· ·sacretariaf. 
·skills? 
I~ so~ I need yo~! 
Please sto·p by for an 
appHcation f qr 
SAFC_ secretary-
,( a paid position) 
m Room 145 of 
'{he 'MHB ·; : --·-: 
_New Hampshire to survey . UNH and well-being Qf people in his · 
and its incredible students! purvie\\'. Why not push - an 
· Satisfied with the heroi"c replicas· M. · -o:rd in~ nee .P roh i biting free 
of_ Luke and · Leia, the ship ' . _ ayor di!itribu'tion of dangere-us 
descended _ to our ·planet . to substances·. · 
complete its mission of mercy. . To the Editor: _ Dangerous . businesses do not 
Mission completed-, the battalion have th_e right i_ooperatt(unabated, 
-returned to its splendid galaxy This is . my' respori"se .. to the and you do not have the right to 
with supplies so necessary to Mayor of Daytona Beach: - i_gnore their a9verse ·effect. · Yes, 
maintain life. ~ Thank you for your belated . you do have the right to ignore it, . 
Thirty-three - yea.rs . have passea respOQSe to my article in the bµt I also have the 'right to 
and still, y0u students of ·uNH . University paper _regarding drug condemn you and your city for the 
have _supported ,this "·Life Force:· . pushers· in Daytona'. ferocrty with whi<;h the pushers 
faithfully' and have been its . Cigarettes are-..... drugs . a,nd, operate. r 
-greatest defender. . acc()_rding to the ,attached report, . Is it the money which , the 
Btcaust of yuur t:crnlinued ~ue the ?1ost dangerous .drug there _ pushe.rs hring to Uayt.ona mat 
strength and heroism, the Red is. ~ou are co.rrect ~egar~mg-a free . motivates you-to defend them, or is 
Cross Crew can soon be seen - . society, ho~ev_er, y~u ignore _th_e it just that ·you yourself are a 
speeding through space and ; ~oyernment_ s ngh~ ~~d resp~ms1b~- . tobacco addict? - . . . 
toward Sl-arship "Li NH!! ht~ to rest net a_ct1v1t1es wh~ch are 
I kn~w this ·. time you . young har~ful. Tobacco_ compJmes are -
rebels w1ll lead your greatest battle r~st~1cted from i~du~1!1g . more 
even as you give your very own ~1ct1ms .. throug_h t~lev1s10n. You 
"Life Force'.' to free ·those held co~ld also _re_stn~t the drug ~ushers 
p-risoner· by illne-ss! _ from p_rov1~1'1g fre~. tob~cco. You_ 
· As our_. co·untdow b · · · could likewise restnct the methods · n . egms on b. h. h h . . . .· 
September 19th, and continues . Y w IC. t_ ese compa!11es operate 
-through September 22, from JO 1_f ~ou wish to avoid condem-
a.fn. to 3 p.m. each day at your - nation: . - . 
Memorial Union Space, let the TJ:le fact 1s that~ru?pushe-rs a.re 
roar of your Wildcat be heard over . ad~ersely affect mg ~oHege-age 
· · students and you choose to defend_ 
them. 
, Sincerely, 
-:-- . William H. Scott 
An Apparent Associate Professor _ 
P.S. If I ever VISlt Daytona. 
again, maybe we can have a cup of 
coffee together (but only if itis in a 
No Smoking section of. the 
restaurant!) 
·---~--1·-·::,,.f'·.,..7~ ';;:, 
CAMPUS GAME CENTER 
FREE 
TWO ·. GAMES _, SATURDAY 
ONE COUPON PER PERSON 
. ~ . ' . . . . 
..:: 
~--~-- ~- ~-..,...--~,,.._ .. .....,.," .. ___________ ~J.F-1!!11.-IIIIO.W~.----· ----,.- ----"""'-~--&&11911111 ... _,.. _____________________________ •••••••••• 
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Edito-rial- .,:_ 
A less:on to learn 
· The residents . of Young Drive sat in their 
living rooms late Thursday morning. Only a 
few of those sitting there ·wa~ching television or 
combing through piles of- notebooks, looked 
without a license is agamst the law. So fifty 
people were arrested and the -residents are 
locations ,ill' Durham. The _only way the 
students can learn the difkrence between what 
is a legal and illegal procedure is if they can 
learn from the mistakes of other students like 
under investigation. '· , 
- out the w.indow to notice the passing red car 
_ containing three men i_ncluding the area liquor 
commission investigator and a police officec , 
Boh Peirce, of Dove.r, the · liquor 
commission, :: : investigator for the Durham 
area since June 20, says the members of the 
- No one.- the Durharrf Police Department or 
the investigator 'himself - will say what will be · 
the. plight' of the - stµdents involved in the 
. those being investigated at Young Drive. 
· · Pierce said ·it isn't one house that is being 
singled out. ·He says he knows this is:a college 
community . and a college problem. He is 
willing to inform students what consequences 
wi]l .r.. be paid by the residents of 34 Vou.ng 
Drive, after his investigation is compl~te. In 
this way, he will help the other students learn 
from the mistakes of others. 
investigation. · 
· . Durham 'Police- Department were taking him 
on a ride, to view Young Drive -beGause he is 
unfamiliar wi\h -'the area. 
Lieutenant Dona-id Vittum of the Durham 
Police - Department .' refuses to gfve any 
.significant information abou t_the proceedings 
and in fact chooses to act like the incident 
never . occ:yrred. 
UNH students aren't unfamiliar with Young 
Drive. Young Drive is known to be ''Party 
Drive." Bands, kegs and swarms of people 
gather there on Friday and Saturday nights. At 
the start of ~~hool, the residents of 34 Young 
Drive were investigated · because they are 
accused of selling . beer - to _min9rs. . Pierce 
If it's under investigation the public and 
officials assume it's an importa~nt case. Why is 
iC then that the only spokesperson- for the 
Durham Police Department says he is . 
unwitting to discuss and is unaware of the 
:procedures 1n this case? 
In general he urged students to keep the law· 
ih mind. Alcohol consumption by anyone 
under the age of 20 .is against the law of the 
state of New Hampshire. It's also illegal to .sell 
beer without a license. Th9se rules apply to the 
state of New ' Hampshire, not only Y o-ung 
·stresses that this along w_ith selling aleohol 
Parties such ,as the one of Young . Drive 
happen all the ti.me . at numerous other Drive. , 
·.Letters 
Resident Asst. 
To the Editor: . 
I am writing to thank the editors 
of The· New Hampshire for 
printing an editorial entitled 
"Resident enforcers?" on Fridav. 
~ept. 9. Thi~ editorial rai5,ed~ 
important qu_est1ons about the role 
· of Resident Assistants (RA) at 
.UNH. The thesis advanced in this 
editorial was that "the 
Administration should let the 
RA 's go back to their original role , 
of helping students instead of 
requiring them to "enforce rules 
and regulations". · 
The rationale ·behind this 
assertion was that "due to the ·n.ew 
drinking policy, the RA is forced 
to be more of an enforcer, than an 
ass.istant." Hence, the implication 
being 'written up' f9r drinking?" 
re-ck and a hard place, while the 
student also loses out. "After, all, 
who i_s going to ask an RA for help 
when the most contact between 
him" (an-aside: watch those sexist 
assumpti.ons ... what about "her''?) 
••and the RA is when the student is 
being 'written up' for drinking''? 
The expectations placed upon· 
RA 's are high. But to presume thaL 
getting "written up for drinking" 
will be the most frequent and/ or 
lasting impression made by an RA 
is to betray an ignoiance about 
how RA 's interact with students. 
First of all, the RA's tole in policy 
enforcement is not a punitive one. 
RA's confront, discuss, and· 
challenge disruptive behavior 
within the context of the 
t)nivers.ity's Rights and . Rules 
document. The goal of their · 
intervention is to_ educate, not to 
regulate. _ · _ 
· Secondly, bec;_ause RNs live in 
close , contact with students they 
are able to share a great deal with 
their -residents _,,, everyday on a 
variety of topics. It has been my 
observation that RA 's have muc'h 
n:iore to offer than _ mere policy 
enforcement and that students 
want / expect more. Al(.:ohol -
related issues remain significant 
concerns of students, RAs and hall 
staff, but' ' I believe that there is 
room for constructive confronta-
tion within University-policies. 
I Last week's editorfal made a 
distincrion between being an 
"assistant" · and being and 
"enforcer" . . The_ premise, here 
seems to be that these two roles are 
mutually exclusive, that to 
effectively enforce policy you must 
~acrafice much of youi:: 
effectiveness as an advisor/ assis-
lant to students. However, I would 
argue that the relationship here is 
not necessarily dichotomous, but 
instead that these two roles can-be . 
effectively integrated . , 
We are indebted to last week's 
editorial writer-, though, for raisirtg 
these issues. For all of us in 
Residential Life, and I would gue~s 
in Student Affairs too, there is the 
ever-present dange,r of · slipping. 
into a police-like role. But our goal -
is not to police: As non-traditiona_I 
educators, we seek to teach seff-
resporisibili-ty, _ · 
Incident Reports are not an 
attempt by the Administration to':. 
preclude students from_ ma.~ing 
decisions. They ·are, however, an· 
effort to pla~e the resporisibility · 
for students' actions squarely · 
where it· belongs-,with the 
student. · · 
The UN-H j_udicial framework 
provides a forum in which didactic 
. learning and growth can occuL, 
Again, it i_s up to the in9ividual . 
student. But when staff members 
follow-up on incidents they can 
offer their support ,- ·as well as 
constructive dissonance, in an 
effort to ,facilitate individual 
learning. Whether ~OU or I cail it 
Writlng.-letters .to the ~r-
. l.c11en to the; l:·t111orfor puhlinuion in Jhe .\,·11 Na11u>shire mm·t 
he s1)~11ed and 110 longer than tu·o pa,~es f_l'fJ<'d. douh/e .,paced. 
Le11ers inar he hrought 10· Room /.'rt in ilw i\l CB or mailed to: 
, k<litor. Tiu~ /\'e11· Hampshire. Roim1 15 (Ml 'B. l'X fl. i>urham. N Ii 
. ,:t ~H4j _'J ,'fl i::((v:o:o> _-:· _- , ,. l. - , . . 
"assi$ting" or "enforcing", ·I am 
pleased to say t_hat this is where l . 
see RA 's and halL. staff's efforts 
•'going. ,:·, 
, Sincerely, 
Bruce R. Perry 
· Stok_e Assistant Hall Director 
P.S. As a matter .:.Of editorial ·· 
policy, may I suggest that 
editorials be signed in the future. If 
you want others to voice their 
opinions you shouldn't hesitate to 
stand behind your own. 
.Huddleston 
To the ·Edito_r: _ 
.. l'ma freshman this year, and in. 
talking-, to Upperclassmen. .Fve 
. been i'nfbrmcd th_at a lot of mo~ey 
has been put into remodlelmg 
upstair~ Huddleston. l personally 
_a:sk why'? - . - -
",~ This 'system is no' system at all. 
· During· peak . hours, it is one big 
traffic jam. i think the salad bar 
- should-be moved elsewhere and the 
two main course sections should be 
roped into two distincr lines. 
, As it is. you can't-tell if you are in 
the salad, desser, . or. the meal line. 
- Since · the upstairs. is supposed to 
handle ve.ry large i-uncn crowds. 
why can't they fix .i i so it is more , 
efficient? · 
_ Leslie Lessard 
• 
To the ·Editor: 
I am writing . i:egarding d-ining 
arrangements at Huddleston. 
Dinner in upstairs Huddleston is 
swiftly bec~oin_ing unbearable, a-nd 
I'm not reternng to the food; .The system because 
. initial . line leading in is tb be isn't working. 
expected and usually moves along 
the present one 
, ~i_nce.rely, . 
. Katie~Currier 
in· an orderly . fashion . But. after : 
getting -your silverware, there are ·-
no dearly marked lines and people · 
. Stanton House ·President 
end up standing in a congested r----------------. 
-mess. 
I won't go into great detail of the 
layout because most -know of what 
I describe. Most-ly the congestion 
and confuslon of lines, or should I 
·say lack . of lines. is what people 
complain of. No one speaks-much 
of the food anymore. Once in the 
serving "lines", the average waiting 
time in peak dinner hours is about 
fifteen minutes. 
It would obviously be too 
expensive to return to the old, 
more organized, but maybe not as 
fa'shionable- Huddleston, but 
someone has got to either draw 
lines, move the salad bar and 
drinks, or figure out a better 
Forum . article 
deadlines 
Wed. 2 p.m. 
_Fri 1.2 p.m. 
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·university :forum. 
Beyond the United Nations 
·By P ·aul_Harris-
Recent events born in the skies-over 
long-disput~d .Sakhalin Island have · 
stimtiJate9 much rethi-nking of 
intematio.nal ·.affairs, and have 
renewed nationalistic sentiments 
throughout the world. It therefore 
seems aff appropriate time to discuss 
an international organization which 
often attempts to · reduce damage- · 
inflicted i11 the internatto na l .a rena , 
and before which the dispute resulting 
from the · Soviet annihilation of an 
appa_rently innocent 747 has been 
brought. The international 
organization to -which I refer ·is, of 
·course, the United Nations . . 
B~caus~ -the United Nat1ons' usual ~ 
act1v1ties are lar less v1s1ble and 
dramatic than the prevailing 
circumstances, we . find that little 
attention is given to this organization . 
. Stated· more simply, . the United 
Nations is usually forgotten by the vast 
majority of Americans. It is for this 
reason that the UN needs to- be 
mentioned periodically so that , we 
might ., riot . overlook its "inhere·nt 
· usefulness and importance . . The 
present is a~ especially appro,priate 
time for this, considering that the 
Korean Airline atrocity has,.. as 
. mentioned above, been brought before 
the United .Nations ·Security Council. 
Since ifs creation, the United 
Nations -has succeeded in fostering -a 
more widespread . world view. It_ has 
acted _ as- _a unique locati.on where· · 
sfa tes, nations, and significant 
internatio'nal organizations can come 
together for peaceful discussion. Its . 
achievements are . certainly too 
numerous to list, yet we might_ note 
that these rrachievements have 
favorably affected starvation, refugee · , 
· '. status, population and-food problems, 
nuclear proliferation, border disputes, 
and the creation of an international 
law of the sea. Though felt minimally 
by most Americans, the · United 
Nation·~ achiev·ements have made life 
more bearable for those most in need 
throughout the world. At the ·same · 
time, it has enabled dialogue between 
formerly isolated ( or non-existent) 
,voices of state.~ . . 
Many Americans have traditionally 
shown animosity toward the United 
Nations. Criticisms have varied from 
expressions of dis_appointment to 
grating ac_cus~tio~s obviously 
designed tq. disced it -!he United 
.. Nation's legitimacy . . Some have 
insisted that the UN is a communist 
controlled establishment, contrived to 
steal US dollars; while others- have 
complained ·that the organizafion . is _ · 
valueless and unable to affect- any 
change in an atmosphere of 
i n tern at ion a l tens i on . M ·o st 
complaints, however, seem to be.based 
on the apparent relative cost _o( the 
· United ·Nations~ . that is, many_ well-
intentioned individuals. see the,Uriited 
Nations as costing the United States 
. far more than _ we could possibly 
benefit . from it. N onetheles·s, it fa 
import~nt to understand that these 
· accusations and complaints, thqugh 
· often sincerely felt, are usually based 
_ on poor information, misintrrpre;. 
tation, or sporadic interest in · the~ 
organization. 
Few·observers will dispute that' the 
United · States doe~ contTib,u,te . 
extremely-large amounts of money to 
the United Nations and its associated 
organizations. Likewise, one is not 
likely fo find much · disagreement 
directed toward the declaration that -
the United· Nations is oftentime.s · 
' u'jja'ble ' or ··:u'iiwifti~'g" '!o' "enforce' ·i:ts 
We must see that the United Nations 
has a greater impo.tt'!_nce · than · 
American, SOuiet, Palestian, ., or Israel 
interests; the UN is s~ much more. It is _a 
forum of.wo·rl,d i~terests that far exceeds . 
t he .· importance of·· indii,idual 
nationalism. The UN is our peek into the 
distant future when one goi,ernment will 
oi,ersee an array /·of ·nationalities. . 
rulings. These drawbacks are,,as many 
are aware, due largely to the United 
Nations' structure which can prevent. 
~ollective decisions from being 
vitally· important for us to look beyond 
mechanical protestations and 
t,ecognize -how important the UN 
really is . 
international · .sovereign tie's. The 
Unit~d Nations is the only place in the 
. world where disputes and variances of 
every conceivable origin can come 
together · into one neutral chamber. ,· 
(Where else. could one conceivably 
find Menacherri Begin, Vasser Arafat, 
Ronald Reagan, · and Yuri · Andropov 
itJ the same building?) -
.: We mustseet·hat the United Nations 
has greater importance than 
American, soviet, Palestin ian, or 
Israeli interests; the UN . is so much 
_ more. It is a forum · of world interests 
that far exceeds the .. importance of 
individual nationalisms. The UN is 
our peek into the distant future where 
one government will oversee an array 
of nationalities; the United Nations is 
the foreru·nner of a truly supranational · 
world organization that will recognize 
each .. nation" as.an importan\, though 
never predominant, part- of a world 
state. One day people on every part of -
the globe will be proud to confirm that 
they are citizens of a unified world, not 
unlike the ancient world of Alexande-r · 
tfle Great. ~eople will continue to look 
at themselves- as members of 
individual ''-nations'\ but no longer 
will ' there be state boundaries which 
emphasize differences and hinder 
contact. Instead, a singl~ state will 
bring a unifying government to the 
world's various_ peoples: 
Rather than attempt to exacerbate · 
deficiencies and there-by iimh the 
potential of the United Nations, we 
should, as Americans, and as 
, progenitors of future "Earthers,., see 
that our position is ideal · for a 
promotion of a more rapid and, much 
more importantly, painless · and · 
cooperative journey- into a bright 
future for differentiar societies 
everywhere. We will pers'onally(i.e., in 
. pur lifetimes) never see such a ·truly 
implemented; the United Nations is 
not a supranational organization, 
especially . when the time to enforce 
rulings arrives. _Nevertheless_, it is 
··the Un~ted Nations today is, more world organization, yet we are , 
than anything else, a forum to which a nonetheless able to see and support 
v~st assortment of ideologies. systems and . participate in its only · existing 
_ . . · · alternative. It therefore seems logical 
~!}d pe<_>ples can be brought together that_ we must p~ol!lote th; Unit~d 
mt<? a c1rcle which verbally transcends ~a!10ns for what 1t 1s: a class~oom-m 
=---~~--------------~---'-____:_---'-~---'------,---------'·..,:,..-_...,..:-:, which we can learn how to fmd our 
. way to -the path of true and absolute 
- coopera!ion. The schooling ~ill be 
· expensive, both monetarily and 
morally. But each installment of 
United States monetary and moral 
support will -inch us closer to the final 
ideal. 
So · Jet us listen with interest to the 
recent issues broµght before . the 
United Nations Securitv Council (and 
the world). And while we listen let us 
hope that . -substantial results will 
· transpire, ones that may som~how pull 
an internationally recognizable moral 
message from ~he ·wreckage of Korean 
· Airline Flight 007~-while·condemning, 
in appropriate United Nations · 
fashion, those who.'are responsible. At 
· the ,same' time, let us ·not insist , ori 
· immediate, ·grand·, or very noticeable 
benefits from the United Nations 
deliberations .. Rather, let us insist on 
allowing the United Nations to 
prosper and mature. · Only when we 
·realize that -.this ·"fetus" of a future 
world otganization is . not an 
es·tablishment -seeking to make . 
. dramatic . alterations in the existing 
complex· arena of world wide 
·interrelationships can we exp~ct the 
neces-sary maturity to ens'tie. The 
_United Nations is c;ontintraHy 
attempting to - promote an overall 
c~nfluerice of understanding and 
cooperation among its members, and 
it is thi·s great effort of fellowship that 
will enable us -to begin our journey 
toward .a great ideal which will one day . 
unfold : ' · · .. •·., ·.•· ·\ \ ~'.,'.,·.,•.,• .. · -. 
,,,,. .. 
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Caller(es Open 
J3-y .Cindy, .Post 
Using_, ·a " .physiofogic.al 
·:concept of_ sterioscopic vision 
·-as _:an · ai:t form?! Implementing 
,, the ··ci:affsmanship end of art 
,; ditectly ii1t6thG art itself. These 
"are . both . ideas now on exhibit 
at· the Univorsity- Gallery . 
. / ·"· Wi.lliam _Gnmfs collection of 
t sterioscopic photos~_.9f . China 
~are,. availa61¢ for . ·v.iewing. 
·~co~curxently . featut€d . is an.· 
?"ex hi.bit of Nova Scotia arts and 
design lithograp·hs: 
Stereoscopic vision · is the 
·: process· by which e~ch eye 
, views a se.parate view of · the 
same image creating · three 
dimensional images. .Ptom a 
collection of 364 slides Grant 
created photographs.. :What 
you ·see is two copies of the 
same imaKe ·side by side on the 
· page. Great idea, but it doesn't 
.work. 
· One scene- of particular 
interest is . of the two men 
warming thl;!mselves· with tea. 
ThissceneTftii' two forms ·at the 
gallery. It is seen through an 
. instrument called a verascope 
helping the eye to put these two 
images togeth_er. It is also 
viewed separately, duplicate 
prints side· by side like the rest 
of the Grant collection.' 
Without · the help of the 
verascope, the eye can't create 
the three .. dimensional image 
alone. It's an ·interesting 
concept, worth looking at. 
The content of Grant's work 
was the highlight. His were 
taken in and around Peking. 
He took shots of family, 
friends, and the landscape 
arourid Peking. 
Probably the mo.st interest-
ing shots were the ones of the 
Chinese people. Candid photos 
revealed a sta-rk a·lmost 
claustrophobic sen~e to this 
environment. The landscape, 
contrasting the meager lives of 
the people, was equally 
beautiful. 
The Nova Scotia exhibit 
redefines what art is. Following 
the • rennaissance movement of 
the U.S., Canada has created 
its own renaissance. 
At the beginni!)g of the 
collection, on one lithograph is 
the quote: "Craftsmanship and · 
art are much closer than the 
artist is willing to admit. · 
But ... where the distinction'!" 
This phrase is an encompass-
ing theme of the whole exhibit. 
The · range in this exhibit 
encompasses extremes of 
simple linear design to works 
showing the technique used by 
the artist, as well as photos of 
the artist in the process and a 
description written on the 
painting of how it was done. 
Linear des~gns play ~ith_ . 
UNH Art Galleries opened with exhibits of Chinese prints and a Nova Scotian exhibit.( 
Stonie photo) -. 
space using bla~k and white as 
color, to create space, and t9 
create depth. All this . is 
achieved through the simple 
medium of black crayon and 
paper. 
Certain scenes us.e avante-
guard . mediums in the works, _ 
i.e. lipstick and fingerprints 
show the viewer that · there are 
no boundades on what art can 
be. The process of making art 
within the picture gives the 
viewer a richer sense of what 
the painting· is about. 
···· Friday third -MTV 
By Gwendolyn Gardner and campaigned for votes. 
· It was Music Television Slyder, from Miami, Fla. , 
(MTV) · mus-ic mania Wednes- sang ••Dance With .Me." The 
day night at the Franklin people answered no with only 91 
Ballroom, featuring the group percent of the vote. Messend-
Friday. ger, from North Carolina 
The band's single ••you . followed with eight percent, 
Don'tWantToKnow"madeit and Cincinatti's Young 
to the finals of the MTV· Invaders trailed with - five 
Basement Tapes video percent. 
competition and lost. Rail, a • • I t was tech n i ca 11 y 
Seattle, Washington..:based professional," Catalfo said of 
band: with their single ••Hello", the Rail video, ••but not very 
beat the other five contenders imaginative . ., 
with 36 percent of th~ votes. He said an important part of 
Freddi-e Catal.fo, lead . a video are the ,.scene changes. 
guita.rist for Friday, (who Rail basical.l'y displayed 
scored 12 percent of the vote), themselves. 
said the group was surprised at , Three more videos are 
the winner. planned for the band Friday 
••we were hoping to wiri it," and several recording labels are 
he said, ••but do" feel pos,itive interested in a contract. The 
about the outcome. Afterall band was disa}ipointe·d, but the · 
that's third in the nation." showing reinforced the band's 
He was expecting._ the potential. Catalfo expressed 
toughest competition fromJoe appreci~tion· for all who voted 
Salvo's ••1 Don't Want To Hear in their favor. Their next show 
It." Salvo got 30 percent. He · is at the Franklin on September 
_ has ope~ed for Laura Brap.igan , 29th. _· - . · . 
Theatre runs bus .-
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. status symbol. But . the 
'importance of this symbol is 
steadily decreasing. 
••1 don't care if my shirts or 
pants have an · emblem on 
them," said one student who · 
asked to remain anonymous ... I 
really can't afford to pay extra 
money for a stupid little animal 
on my shirt pocket." -
· ··1 · would never wear 
· anything without ·a symbol on 
it," said another student. ··1 · 
don't want to look queer ." . 
There are also a large 
majority of students who don't 
care wh~ther a piece of clothing 
has an emblem on it or ·not. 
They just want the clothing for 
the wav it looks. ' · 
The sale of lzod shirts has 
.decreased recently, according 
to Susan Golden, m·anager of 
Stuart Shaines in- Durham. 
This gives an indication that 
. emblems are on the downfall. 
.. But, it will still be a while 
before the status symbol· 
disappears in Durham," 
Golaen said. . 
Large companies such as 
Izod · and -Pol.o by Ralph 
Lauren have taken a cue from 
the drop in sales · of status 
symbol merchandise, accord-
ing to the New York Times. 
. These companies among many 
others have begun to . 
. manufacture styles without 
emblems. It appears that 
cmb>lern fever is re<;eding. 
---YOUNG DRIVE 
(continued from page 3) 
told them he was on his way to 
Young Drive to make an arrest. 
Pierce denied any plans to 
make an arrest. Vittum had no 
comment on the investigation 
and also stated that' he would 
have no comment on further 
investigations that are pending. 
Dave Austin, in charge of 
special investigations for the 
liquor commissioner in 
Concord said the investigators 
have the ••full power of arrest;" 
meaning that Pierce need not 
contact the police department 
first about his plans. 
Fifty people were arrested 
the night of the party. 
Although other houses held 
parties that same night; Andrea 
Foster, a resident of 34 Young 
Drive sa'id that only her house 
is under investigation. 
•"They're making a big deal 
· out of· something that happens 
all the time," she said. 
Pierce sa1d, ••no one is being 
singled out · ·as far as rm 
concerned. The case as far as I 
see it is a problem at a 
particular house. That's where 
the party was." 
He said he realizes in the · 
fu_ture that in all probability it 
will be a different. house. 
Fraternities have parties. in 
which they charge for beer 
often. 
Austin said Fra tern it ies 
· which often have parties in 
. -'-" ,.. -
CHEERLEADER FUNDRAISER 
which they sell beer receive a 
-··one day license." 
Pierce stressed the laws of 
the state of New Hampshire 
which say that .no one can sell 
· beer to minors, those under the 
age of 20, in New Hampshire 
and selling alcohol without a 
liquor license is prohibited. 
. He said tickets can be JJt"C:-
sold for a party if it does not 
include the price of the alcohol. 
In regards of alcohol. Pierce 
said qS long as those attending 
the party are at least 20 yea-rs of 
age, the people hosting the 
party ··can give it (alcohol) 
away." handedly. ··obviously this is a · 
He plans to keep a close eye college atmosphere and 
on Durham and treat it even . environment," he said. 
----MARKET----
c continued from page 15) 
·; ~t shows Manhattan's 
brilliance and despair 
simultaneously," he said ... It's 
shockingly current in terms of 
new wave fashion. Actress 
· Anne Carlisle is a new wave 
Katherine Hepburn." · 
The theater is the largest and 
has the largest screen north of 
Boston, he said. 
"We're running the buses 
because we think the right 
audience is the UNH student 
body," Cook said. . 
.For -a cozy theater and 
different, sometimes cultural 
films, take -the Kari-Van at it~ 
new low price to Market 
Square. 
Programming Fund Organization 
·FINAL OPEN RU~H 
One PFO Coordinator 
Work with non-SAFC organizations 
to plan programming budgets _ 
Opportunity for business and 
_managerial experience 
Deadline for applications 
-Noon 
Sept. 39 
For Information and Applications 
See PFO 111 Rm. 124 oft-he MU B 
TIME: 8:0Q-10:00 
DATE: Tuesday, Sept. 20, 1983 
Thursday,Sept.22, 1983 
PLACE: Kt-





lihis space contributed as a public service. 
:••··••¥¥¥.t . 
~- · 1'l!TO/lS NEEDED * 
~ - - .· ~ 
"*···. . .. ·*  Tutors needed to help young~. 
"'-- Haitian woman in Newmarket~ 
,,,... learn to speak, read, and write i( · * · E n g I i s H. H o u ~: s~ ·. -f I ex i b I e :, i( 
)t- Yolun_teer wo1:k Tra ining af.ld *· 
"'-- materials p(oV1ded. ~ 
,,,... · Please call or wr'ite: ~ 
* . . * * Adult Tutorial •Program i( 
"'-.. 40 Linden Street ~ 
,,,... Ex-eter, N.H. 03833 -~ * Tel: .772-4751 . i( * ·.. . . i( ..__ _________ ~********~ 
Dear .AllJ;n, · 
"Happy · are the times we are 
t1gether" . . 





· On Our Classic:· 
. The NOWAccount 
... the checking/savings book of incredible v·ersa-
tility by Seacoast Savings Bank. The NOW Account " 
· is th~ story of successful, one-handed banking, guar-
. an.teed to hold your interest {5¼%)! Get yourself 
a classic today: the NOW Account from Seacoast 
Savings .. :. the bank with so many ·advantages! · · 
· Coming to Durham . 
this winter! · 
Seacoast Savings Bank 
537 Central Avenue, Dover, NH . 7 49-2150 
Member F.D.I.C . 
SIGN UP . FOR YOUR 
YEARBOOK PORTRAIT 
. . . 
Place Room 125 MUB 
Times -. MW 12-1; 3:30-A:30 
TR-9:30-12; 3:30-4:30 
F 12-1 
Starting M9nday, . 
September I9 
SIGN UP NOW!!! 
)\ 




· A WAYt;;, HAP 
TJ4E URGE TO 
CA€>T HERSELF 
OFF AC.LIFF 
. INTO TH£ SEA 
By JIM DA VIS_ 
,,,... ,,,-
9·16 .• · ~i1;1m~al 
B.C. 
SUBURBAN SUSPENSE 
~Ar£1t.A srll.AN6E. COAJV6Jt.:!Arl0i/\/ 
IN rt./£ VE~Y SAME PARfi:... .. ... . 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS . :: ~~! ~ ~~\j~c:~~t g Secon~~~: ~o deals 
, 1 Drinks copiously "The - " 13 Gr oove 
7 Type of pitch 47 - mode 14 Cape r s 
13 Order to appear i n 48 Cal iforni a county 20 Pianist Tatum 
court 49 Quar r e l 23 God of t he wi nd s 
15 Hot - 50 Red istr i c t 24 Na than Ha le, fo r 
16 Tabl e i t em 52 Dig nifi ed rich ness one 
17 Sayi ngs 54 Wears away 26 Curtains 
18 Monsieur Descar t e s 55 Subtr acted 28 Qui e t ed 
19 Sf! ni lity ' 56 Hereditary ru l er 30 Pac i no tind Hir t 
21 Pulpy f ruit 57 Yuleti de s tree t- 31 Wager 
22 Suf fi x fo r bowl co rner fixtures · 32 Good - na t ured 
23 Be amb itious ridic ul e 
24 Squar e - DOWN 33 Decora te with 
25 Digress ion brioht colors 
27 Prefix : out side 1 Location of 1939 34 UseS · trickery 
28 Wr iter Bret - World' s Fa ir 35 Pro f ited' 
29 La ug hs loudly 2 "L·a rge - 1 ipped" 36 Wa s sore 
31 Donkeys Afr i c an woma n 3S " - Di a volo" 
32 In fact , 3 Churc h r ece ss 40 Connect ive tissues 
34 Ul cer a te 4 Da ndy . 4 1 Adds zes t to 
, 35 Co llege gr ounds 5 Feudal estates (var . )42 Termi nc;ted 
36 .Brief and to the 6 The a r t of 44 Trea t y of 
point medd l ing - - Litovsk 
37 Campus buildi ng 7 - door 45 "Grea t art does not 
(college l ingo) · 8 Furn i sh with car go - theo.ry" 
38 Stri ke out 9 " - Di ng Do ng · 48 ·wa llet .it ems 
39 I rregu 1 ar, as i f · Da ddy . . . ,. 49 Almanac content 
gnawed awa y 10 I nventor of eafly 51 Room in d harem 
43 Building wings photogra ph 53 Jump the -
CROSSWORD ANSW ERS; page 5 
By JOHNNY HART 
( ;AAT5 A RELIEF.;.] . 
7 
By DA VE TWOMEY 
we C.AN '})o ,r ~,c,/..1 r (/Al~le 
rN£M! NOS£J···· !-IC//1111WS 
A/!F AlF. . /./AAI-IAAIIAA 
fJJAIT PANT HAAH4AIIIJA 
i)ONT 1<i\/Ot>V w)JAT ,a 11-/J#,':;, 
AN'Y/1-'!aee. WAR. nlR£A rs. 
COM PC/re~ Ol3Sc55JON . .. 
/fl?ONC Y WOll!!.I NI ,0. /I IP S I 




·_By BERKE BREATHED· 
5rel/e VAUA~? H~UJ! 6€T5Y . 
HOOP!:£, R€M~? I W YOO 
ACROSf) 1HE. ROOM ANP ••. WUl-, I'Ve 
~ f£TTTNC:t UP1H~ NeRV~ FOR 
1HI AU- NIM ... tt€-R6 00£5 : 
/ 
OH M'/ GOP. 1HAT'5 






WWW YOU UK~ 10 
5P€N'7 ~ WteK-
eNV wrm Mi 
IN CAt-UIN ? . 
\ 
--PIPES--
< continued from page 1) 
we.re still being he, ted. 
'"The system is old and 
inefficient," he said "'It is like a 
car, . after a while you have to 
trade the old one in for a new 
one." · 
-BOOKS TO.RE-
( continued from page l ) 
who 'II want .the store under 
those constraints," he said. 
· Maier hopes the trustees will 
also look at the Bookstore as 
part of "the bid network" · 
although · it has not been 
· clarified yet whether or not the 
Bookstore will actually be able 
to bid. 
"We would wiri by .·default. 
The committee observes what 
they~re (leased operators) 
willing to offer and then 
realizes what the U niversitv has 
" to offer·." he said . .~ 
Publicity, such as live radio 
broadcasts which call attention 
to the store's out of the way 
location, have aided in its sales 
increase. Moving the fall 
bookrush from Snively Arena 
and placing .i.! directly . in the 
store have also made students 
aware of its Hewitt Hall 
location. 
~·We've had generations of 
students who thought it (the 
Bookstore) was in Snively. You 
can't be a regular customer if 
you have to find out where ii 
' is ," said Forbes. 
But current media publicity 
· has not always worked in the 
store's favor. Maier is 
concerned about an editorial 
which recently apperared in a , 
UNH student publication 
claiming he had "lame excuses" 
foi: his "recent expenditure of 
._ $30 .ooo :· . i - -~# 
"All the pro·f~ssionalism I've 
tried to generate and the things 
-I've tried to do for students 
have been destroyed by one , 
individual ,,.' he said. 
Maier is not "lamenting" 
over ·the deficit. as. the editorial 
suggested, ; but considers it 
•~money well spent" in an effort 
to "increase trade in the store." 
He also said confusion has 
been · generated . about .the 
difference · between a leased · 
bookstore and one that is 
privately owned. 
"A leased store is not private. 
If has to pay a commission to 
the University before it makes 
its own profit." he said. -
To make their own profit 
worthwhile the leased · 
operators will increase prices-. 
he said. 
In additon. work study . 
students will no longer be able · 
to work for a leased operation s' 
because their salaries will not 
come from the Unive rsity. 
The editorial suggest~d that " · 
UN H students, in general, 
would not be employed there . . ~ 
The Bookstore is now 
"turning a corner," according 
to Forbes. " We're picking up 
sales in other areas such .. as used 
textbooks. · clothing and :-
souvenir-tvpe articles ." · ' 
She does not feel· the store . 
has generated many sympathy 
customers because "people · 
only buy when you have 
something to offer. They want 
a competitive price," she said. ' 
"We don't expect students 
and facul~y to rally around our 
cause," Maier said. '"Bu.t we feel 
we can defend what we think 
.will be a problem for the 
University later." 
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. continue to · be paid by the 
University. 
When the Kari-Van began 
operating under COAST · last 
September it was open -to the 
· public as well as UN H students. 
A new route . was established 
which included the Portsmouth 
_Naval Shipyard - in the . 
Portsmouth run. · A two zone 
- ticket _.was 'als.o. established.' 
. This meantthatstudents had to 
purchase sep-arate tickets, 
dependi_ng on where they . 
· wanted to go. . , . 
This year the Kari-Van re-
adopted the one zone ticket. All 
tickets cost $1 and are valid for 
any route. Semester passes and-
tickets are good in all zones. 
Jn the spring; Trustees of the 
finance and Budget commit- . 
tee voted to eliminate btis 
service between Durham and 
Ex.eter, . also due to low 
ridership. 
Kilbride said -this .was 
debated over the summer and 
Trustees finally agreed tci make 
. three runs .per_ day to Exeter. 
Since a new vote has nQt yet 
been- made lo either eliminate 
· , or k·eep the Exeter . nm, 
Kilbride said the Kari-Van wi-ll 
follow · the summer schedule 
and conti'nu~ to make thr~e 
runs per day't6 Exeter. - · ·· 
Sh'e added . thar the 
el.im'ination of the Exeter run · 
would be destructive to . the 
. Kari-Va~. Students travelling 
to Exeter are not happy with , 
the reduced number of runs, · 
she said . 
Ac;cording to other Seacoast 
publicatipns, the delay this year 
is due to "probabty twenty 
reasons,,,. Olson said h_e did 
( continued from page I) 
admit that the application for . · she said. The route would be 
COAST 's c O nt rac t was "extremely beneficial" to the 
submitted much later than it Kari,.:Van system. · 
should have been, because of 
· trouble ·lining _up th~ operators 
for the 1983-84 year. ,' · 
Kilbride- said·-· there was ·· nff " · 
m a j o r t .ro it b l e f i n d i n g 
operators. 
A new route has beeri 
established running from 
Rochester to . Dover to 
Portsmouth. That route was 
being · considered since last 
November, she said. 
COAST was ready to bid on ' 
six different transporters for 
this route. Kilbride said that 
UN H had no interest in doing 
the run and as a result, COAST 
is being forced to . look 
elsewhere. ·-· · 
· It is a loss to the Kari-Van 
system that . the Univ_ersity is 
not interested in doingt~e run, 




1~,(8. pm in Rm 151, Mus · 
" · :· (Afte·r "Chronicle") 
LUAU NIGHT CRUISE! 
Friday, September , 16, 6:00 p.m. Call for reservations. 
Sweet/Sour Chicken• Barbequed Pork Loin• Polynesian 
., · Vegetables•.And other treats•$12.50 per person . 
Smooth water cruise up Great Bay! Unforgettable! 
- Entertainment: Island Side 
Whale Watches: Saturday and Sunday, September 17, 
18, 25, Oetober 2, 8, 9, 15.and 16. _ 
, Viking Dock•Market Sti-eet•Portsmouth, NB 03801 
· . · 603/431-~500 
·_!',, 
••• •A,:,> 







SAILINGS EACH YEAR 
Happ·y Birthrl:~Y 
Brian '~C:: !-!t 
~orry we're.· a day late but we really 
appreciate you ~acrificing a few h.p.urs 
on yo"6r birthday to he_lp us. Write on .. 
Thanks for all,-our h~:lp . .. 
. 
• Unlimited classes/week Prog r a h1 
• Variety of fitness programs . . . 
•-All classes am held on a United States.Gymnastic Federation -Spring Floor, 
which is designed to r~liev·e stress Ori le~s, feet; joi'nts & 'backs and ~llows one I 
to do exercise· in comfort and safety . 
• Qua.lified professional instructors 
MON 
9-l0:15 · · 




. WED .... 
9-10 
Aerobic 




8-9 I 7:30-8:30 
Fitness Fitness Fit:ness .- Fitness 
PM 
8-9 . . 7-'l<i 
* Adult Aerobic *Prenatar Aerobic 
8-9: rs Fitness 
.Fitness Aerobic 8:30-9:30 
Fitness Yoga 
Gymnastics 
8 Week Session $4Q.OO · Unlimited Classes Registration Fee (Sept.-Aug .) 
1 Speoific Class Per Week 
New ,Engl·and Sports Academy .. 
Rte. 155, Madbury Call 742~9000 













Departs in Januar~ from Ft. Lauderdale, 
Florida, with stops in South ~erica, 
Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle 
in September _with stops in the Orient, South Asia, 
the Middl~ East and the ,Mediterranean. 
Monday, September 19, 1983_ 
Sponsored hy the University or Pittshurgh .. Semester at Sea offers students a' superior full 
·. semester ·academic program and supporting field .experiences. This one semester, full 
credit experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and 
universities. 
More than 60 \O\'agc related uniYersity courses. Faculty drawn from the University of 
Pittsburgh and o~her leadi~g uniYersitics. augniented by visiting area e~perts. 
Oplional tours. including s·pecial tours into the People\ Republic o( China. available. 
Semester at Sea admits students without regard U) color.. race or creed, The S.S. Unii·erse is 
fully air-conditioned. 18.000 tons. registered in Liberi~1 and built in America . 
. .c inancial aid is available to qualified students 
- . . ' . 
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of 
Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangel, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free 
(800) 8545-0195 (i:Q. Pennsylvania (412) 6~4-6021). 
· --·' ••• ··- ,, ' j 
i-, :; J ~- ')! :tl 
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UNIVERSITY 
--JUDICIAL SYSTEM~- ---
Disciplinary Actions for Semester H 1982 .. 83 
Members of the University Judicial boards, the Student Senate and the Administration are concerned 
that the campus community become familiar with our judicial process and standards of student conduct. 
The foll_owing case summaries are published as an educational service. Names are not released in 
compliance with federal law and University Policy. For further information about the judicial system 
refer to your Rights and Rules booklet or contact William Kidder, Associate Dean of Students. or Dan 
Vincent, Judicial Coordinator at Huddleston Hall. 
---------------Case- Summaries--...------------. University Judicial Board 
DATE: February 10. I 9k.~ 
·-'LLEGATION: Trespassing and, or unauthorized 
entry 
ACCUSER: hcult.v 
PLEA: Agreed . 
. REf:OMMEN'DATION: Jeopardy of Suspension · 
SANCTION: Jeopardy of Suspension rest o'f the 
semester plus one scincstcr. 
DATE: February II\. 1983· 
AI.I.F.GATION: llna111hnri1ed Remo\al 
ACCUSER: llni\-crsily Police 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
·RECOMMENDATION: .Rc:locati,rn frpni 
. Rcsidc;tcc Hall: Counseling:_ Jeop:irdy of dismissal 
DA TE: May 4. 198:l 
Al.I.EGA TION: Respect for Others: Physical 
Assault · 
A<TIJSER: Residential l.ifc Siaff 
Pl.EA: Disagreed: Disagreed 
REC-OMM.ENDA TION: .Jeopardy of suspension 
for remainder of stay at University: Counseling and 
testing 
SANC 0 TION: .Jcopary of Eviction for remainder of 
semester plus two semesters: -CounscHng 
DA TE: May 4. 19k.l 
Al.I.EGA TION: Excessi\·e drinking: Respect ·for 
Others 
ACCUSER: Residential Life Stalf 
for three semesters Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreed 
SANCTION: Relocation: Counseling: .li:opardy ·of RF.(:OMMENDATION: E\'iction from Residence 
dismissal for lhrec semesters 
DATE: March 7. 19k3 
Al.l .• :GATION: Sexual .harassment: Sexual 
assault : Physical Assault: Respect for Others 
ACc·t it-.t:R: Student 
Pl.EA: Disagreed: Disagreed: Disagreed: Disagreed 
Hall System 
SANCTION: Suspended e\·ietion for rest of the 
semesier. Eviction from Residcntia'I l.ifc System 
next year 
DATE.: May 12 . 19!0 
Al.i.F.GA TION: Theft 
throughout t_hc llni\'ersity ACCUSER: University Police 
RECOMMENDATION: Dismissal within 24 PLEA: Agreed 
hours: Persona non gr:itus status throughout the 
University 
SANCTION: Dismissal within 24 hours:Persona 
non gnttus status 
DATE: Ma~ch 7. 1983 
RF.COMMENDATION: Counseling: Restitution 
SANCTION: Counseling: Rcstitutioin: Letter of 
Censure 
DATE: May 18. 1983 
ALLEGATION: Trespassing: Damage 
AU.EGATION: Respect for Others: Vnbal ahu,e ACCUSER: University Police 
ACCUSER: lJni\·ersity· Police PLEA: Agreed: Agreed 
Pl.EA: None RECOMMENDATION :· Apol,igy: Restitution: 
RECOMMl-:NDATION: Written Apolofy: Disciplinary Probatio_n for remaind,cr ' of the 
Written Paper: Disciplinary Probation rcmaimkr o[ semester plus one semester: . Barred from specific 
semester: Sen·iec Project: Not allowed to reregister area im campus 
his car SANCTION: Apology to Residence Hall: 
SANCTION: Written apology: Sen·ice Project: Restitution: · Probation for remainder or semester 
Rerncation of parking privikges: Discipl inar) and fall semester 1984 
Pmbation for the remainder or the semester 
DATE: May 18. 1983 
~ATE: March 9. 198.~ ALI.EGA'flON: False Fire Alarm: Acting · in 
Al.LEGATION: Unauthori1ed Remo\·al Concert 
A('CliSER: Univers ity Police ACCll_SER: Ut:i\-crsity Police 
Pl.EA: Agreed ·PLEA: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Letter or Apology: 'RECOMMENDATION: 5 hours of ·work with 
Restitution: Disciplinary Prnhation for rest or the Chier or Police: I .etter of Apology to residence hall: 
semester Jeopardy ,if suspension for 8.l-84 year 
SANCTION: 1.etter or Ap-ology: Restitution: SANCTION: 5 Hours of work with Chief of Police: 
Probation until the end -of lhe year: 10 Hours of f:\·ictiqn from Residence Halls_ beginning Fall 
Work Semester 
_DATE: March 17. 198.1 DATE: May· 19. 198.1 
Al.1.EGATION: Fxpln,i,e,:· Flammahlcs: Printed ALLEGATION: Alc'nhol Violation, - underagcd: 
Conditions:' l'rohihi1ioin ,,r hrearm, lfcspect for Others: Physical Assa ult 
A('Ct :SER: Resident ial l.ifc Staff AC'ClJSER: Administration Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreed: /\greed 
. RH.OMMENDATION: .leopard\ of hiction: 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreeci': Agreed: Di,agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation 
Scn·icc Project: Su,pendcd F,·iction: Apolog) SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation for the 
SANCTION: Jeopardy or r,·iction for the· rc,1 nfthe Academic year 198.1-84: Barred from specific area 
semester plus one semester: Scn·icc · Project. on campus 
Apology 
DATE: March 17. 198.1 
Al.LEGATION: Harassment: £:xccssin· Drinking: 
Violatioin of ,·isitfng hours: Disturhing the Peace 
A(Tl lSER: University Police 
Pl.EA: Disagreed: Agreed: Disagreed: Disagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Suspensioi n for rest 11fthc 
:--cmcstt:r 
SAN{'TION: .Jrnpardy of suspensioin for the rest ol 
th,· ,cme,ter: Discirlinary Probation for the re,t or 
lhe semester plus one ,cmester: Harrcd from a 
,p,·cific area on campu, for ihe rest or the semester 
DATE: April t\ , 198.1 
AI.I.EGATION: Criminal Trc,pass 
ACCl !SER: lln ·i,er,ity Police· 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: !\one 
SANCTION: J\ti Penalt) 
DATE: April 2lJ. 19K.1 
Al.I.EGA TION: !'ire htingui,h,·r,: Di,turbing the 
Peace 
AC(TSER: Re,idrntial l.ifc Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: hie.lion from Residence 
H:111 
DATE: May 19. 1983 
ALI.EGA TION: Fire Alarms: Re,rect for Other, 
ACCllSER: Campus Police 
Pl.EA: /\greed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: hiction from Residence 
Hall: Discirlinary Prohation 
SANCTION: .leopard) or Suspension: r,·iction 
from Rc,idence Hall Sy,tcm 
MAJOR CASES 
HEARD BY D_EANS 
DATE: May 17. 1983 
ALLEGATION: Destruct ion ,1r Property 
ACCllSER: R~sidential l.ifc Sta(( 
PLEA: Disagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: !\one 
SANCTION: h ·iction from Residence· Hall System: 
Jeopardy of Suspension for next aeadGrnic_ycar 
DATE: May IK. 198.1 
ALLEGATION: Underage Drinking: Failure 
to Eva_c_t!!e; · Disturbi_ng the Peace 
ACCt :SER: Administration Staff 
SANCTION: h ·iction fr,>m Re,idencc Hall-,):stc·m: Pl.EA: Agreed to all 
Barr,·d from specific ar~a on campus : Disciplinary RECOMMENDATION: ()nc Year Prooali_on: One 
Probation through the.end or the srmcstn plus tirn • . Semester Probation for l\oise 
semesters. SANCTION: One Year Probation: Scn·in· Projects 
DATE: April 20. 19X.1 DATE: May 24. 198.1 
DATE: May 21\. 19X.l 
AU.F.-GATION: Piis,ession or a contrt"1ikd drug 
Ac·c·t1SER: Campu~ Police 
Pl.EA: Agreed , 
RF.COMMENDATION: Jeop;irdy of Suspension 
through foll semester 19k.l · 
SANCTION: .kopard) or Suspension t·hrougb foll 
semester 198.l ·· 
DATE: May 76. 19k.l 
· AU.F.GATION: Alcohol-keg: Verbal ;ihusc·: sexual 
harassm~nt: Acting..in Cone-er! 
AC:Cus•;R: Residential l.ifc Stall 
PLEA: Agreed: Disagreed: Disagreed:. Dis:rgreed: 
Disagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: .leopard)' o(Sus_pen;sion 
Rarrcd from specific area on campus . 




DATE: l\.1arch 29. l')l.;J 
JUDICIAL 
Al.LEGATION: Alcohol Policy: Specific 
Regulation - keg 
A.CTt;sr-:R: Rc,idential l.ifc Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
REC'OMMENl>ATI0N: Prohation: .Sen·it;.e 
Project 
SANCTION: Probation for remainder of ,cmestcr: 
Scn·ice Project: Prohation fo,' rcn1aindc;· ol 
semester plu, ;inc semester 
DATE: May 9. 198.l 
AI.I.EGATION: Alcohol u,c regulation,: Failure to 
. adhere to specific regulation,. keg 
ACCt:s•:R: ResidentialTifc Staff .. 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: !\one 
SANCTION: .Jeopardy or Relocation for t.!ie· rest or 
the semester plus one scmc,tcr 
DATE: May 9.· 1983 
Al.I.EGA TION: (iue,1 Respon,ibility 
ACCl iSf:R: _Re\idential I.ire Stall 
Pl.EA: Disagreed 
RECOMMENDATION:· Prohation: . Restitution · 
SANCTION: Probatiirn for !he rest or the semester 
plu, _one scmestei·: Rest ii ution 
AREA I HEARING 
OFFICERS 
DATE: February I . 1983 
ALI.EGA TION: Violation of University Clo,ing 
ACCCSER: lli1i,crsi1y Closing 
Pl.EA: Di,agrccd 
RECOMMENDATION: !\one 
SANCTION: No Penalty 
DAT.;; Fehruary .1. Jl;l8J 
Al.!.EGATION: Lounge Furniture l/nau thori1~d 
Rcmnrnl 
ACCUSER: Residential l.ifc Staff 
Pl.EA: /\greed: Di sagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinar) Prohation 
rc,t of the semc, lef: Sen ice Project 
SANCTION: Disciplinary Prohation rc,1 or the 
semester: Scn·ice Project: Restitution 
DATE: February 9. 1983 
Al.LEGATION: Damage: Excessive Drinking 
A(TlJSER: Rc,idcntia_l l.ifc Staff 
Pl.EA,: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Probation or Suspended 
r,·ietion: Scn·ice Project 
·SANCTION: Suspended r,·iction:. Service Project 
DATE: March .1. 198.l 
ALLEGATION: . AlcohoJ. underage drinking: 
Disturbing the· Peace 
- ACC:liSER: Residential 1.ik Staff 
Pl.EA: Disagreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Prohation: 
Project 
SANCTION: Probation: Sen·ice Projc·ct 
AU.EGA TION: Public Drinking: Vioilaii'.111 while AU.U;ATI0N: Quiel Hour,: Ciem·ral Ohligatinn, 
under disciplinary sanction, - ()bturhing the Pc·ace: Respec·t for Other,: Vcrhal DA TE: March .1. 1983 
ACC 0 l lSER: Rcsid.:ntial l.ife Abuse ALLEGATION: Disturhing the Peace· 
Pl.EA: /\greed: ·Agreed AC:Cl lSER: Rc·,idc·11tial l.ife Staff ACCUSER: Residential 1.ik Stafl - • 
DA Tl•:: March 8. J.'ikJ 
AI.I.EGATI0N: l>is1urhing the Peace 
AC:c"t :St:R: Residential 1.ite Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
. RF.COMMENDATION: Probation: 
Project 
SANCTION: Probation: Service Project 
_DAT•:: May 19. 198.1 
Al.I.EGA TION: Objects Thrown from Windows 
AC°CUSER: Residential Life S.taff , 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
Rr:\' ·OJVIJYll'.:NDA'l"ION: ·wor~ rrojcc1 
SANCTION: Work Project 
DATE: May 24. 1910 
AI.I.EGATION: Respect for Ot'hcrs -Actions that 
intentionally places a person in rear or harm DATE: Mardi II. 19kJ 
AU.EGA TI0N: Alcohol 
Damage . 
ACCUSER: ·R~sidcittial I.if~ Staff 
Pl.EA: Agrc·t·d 
drinking: ' ACCUSER: Residential Life Stall 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
RF.COMMENDATION: Nimc 
SANC'J:ION: Probation-· two months 
RF.COMMENDATION: l>ist·iplinary Prohation 
for tlk rest of the semester 
SANCTION: l>isciplinar~ Prohation for remainder 
of semester 
DATE: May 24. 19k3 
.AI.I.EGATION: Respect for others , - ha~assmcnt 
and physical assault · 
ACCUSER: Student 
DATE: March 15. f.9k3 Pl.EA: Disagreed 
AI.I.EGATION: Acohol.llsc : 1-\1ill1rc to adher~ to ·. RECOMMENDATION:_;_~_','~e 
specifi~ regulat ions - keg 
ACClJSER: Residential Life Staff 
PLEA: Agreed : Drs,1greed 
REC.OMMF.NPA 'flON: Relocation: P.articipati;rn 
in Alcohol Edl)cation W,irkshop 
SANCTION: Letter of Censure 
DATE: April 14. 1983 
Al.LEGATION: Alcohol: Failure to adhere to 
specific regulations - keg 
ACC:llSER: _Residential l.ifc Start 
SANCTION: W;1rning _,. 
DATE: May 24. 198.1 
AI.I.EGATION: Alcohol Violation - und.;-;'.agc and 
kt·g: Guest ~csponsi~ility 
ACCUSER: Resident ial Life StaJJ 
. Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMM[NDATI0N: None 
SAN(.TION: Probation rest of the semester plus 
two more semesters 
DATE: May.25. 198.1 
Pl.EA: Agreed . ALLEGATION: /\lcohol Regulations 
RECOMMENDATION: Discip linary l'rohation lo I ACCUSER: Residential Life Stan 
cOd _oJ sen1ester plus one semester PtEA: Agreed 
SANCTION: Disciplinary Prohation to end of RECOMMENDATION: J\nnc 
semester plus one semester 
· DATE: April 14. 1983 
AI.I.EGATI0N: -Guest Responsibility: ·Public 
Drinking 
ACCllSER: lfrsidentia•1 Life. Stall 
PLEA: Agreed: Agreed . . 
RECOMMENDATION:-.leopardy of Eviction rest . 
or semester plus one semester 
SANCTION: Jeopardy or f\·iction rest of the 
semester plus one semester 
· DATE: April ·14. 19.8.1 
ALLEGATION: Drinking' underage: Overnight 
guests 
ACCUSER: Residential l.ifc Stall 
SANCTION: l'robation first semester 83-84. 
.Jeopardy or Eviction if alcoho l polici is , inlatcd 
du·ri'ng this period 
AREA II (.JJl:0,J,CJ~ 
BOARD - ., 
DATE: l'ehruar, 2. 198.1 
AI.I.EGATION: Danwgc 
AC<TSER: Rc,id,·ntial l.ik St.Ill 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
REC0MMt:NDA TI0N :·1'onc 
PLEA: Agreed: /\greed - SANCTION: Writ1,·n Warning: Rc,titution 
REC:OMMENDA TION: Jeopardy of hiction 
until the end of the semester: Disciplinary Probation 
until the end .of the seniester plus one sc·mester 
SANCTION: .leopai'dy or E\iction until. the end_ or 
DA TE: Arri! I 2: 1983 
AI.I.E(;A TI0N: Possession of Keg: Specific 
Regula-lion, 
the semester: Discip.linary Probation until lhc end or ACCl lSER: Re,idcntial I .ifc Staff 
1he semester plus one semeste r Pl.EA: Agreed 
DATE: April 19. 198.l 
Al.LEGATION: ExcessiYe Drinking 
ACCUSER: Residcn1ial _Lifc Siaff 
Pl.EA: Agrc.ed 
RECOMMENDATION: lk,cirlinary Probation 
until end of the ,cmestcr 
SANCTION: Di,cir.linary l'rohation until end or 
the ,.:me,ter: Scn·ic.e Project 
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Prohalion: DATE: May 12. 19X.1 
Particiration in Alcohol Education Workshop Ai.LEGATION: l'ailu.rc 10 harnale 
SANCTION: Disciplinary l'rohalion: Participation _ACCl :SE.R: Residential Life Stan 
in Alcohol Education Workshop: Written Pl.EA: /\greed and l\n Contest 
Assignment RECOMMENDATION: Acad.:mic Prohatinn 
DATE: April 22. 198.1 
ALLEGATION: Alcohol Regulations - keg 
ACCllSER: Residential l.ifc Stan 
PLEA: Agreed 
.RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy of h ·ictiHn rest 
or .the semester: Disciplinary Probat ion. rest or the 
semester 
of E, icrion re,1 of · the 
through i·e,t or the semester plu, one ,cme,tcr 
SANCTION: Prohation for re,1 or spring scnic,tt>r 
and one additional semc,1,-r. ScrYi.:c Projec1 \\ith 
the hn: Department 
()A TE: May It\. 1983 
ALLEGATION: Driking in Public: Refusing I.D. 
AC(TSER:. Rc,idcniial I .ifc Star! 
PITA: l\o Contc,1: /\greed SANCTION: .leopard, 
semester: Disciplinar) 
semester 
Probation rest or the RECOMMENDATION: l.et1er o(Ccnsurc 
SANCTION: Disci plinary l'roha1ion 1·o r rest or 
SL'nll'\ll'r rlus one SCOll'Stcr 
DATE: May .1. 198'.1 
Al.LEGATION: Verbal Abuse: 
Responsihility 
A(TllSER: Residential l.ifc Stan 
CiueSl AREA II HEARING' 
.OFFICERS . 
Pl.EA: Dis.1greed: Disagreed: Disagreed 
RECOMMF.NDA TION: Disciplinary Prnhation . 
SANCTION; .le.opardy of E,·iction: l\o guests in 
Residence Hal.I r,i;- remainder or the year 
l>AH:: May 1·8. J9K3 -
Al.U:GATI0N: h 1lsc Alarm 
ACTlJSF.R: lJ nivcrsity Police· 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
RF.COMMENDATION: !\one. 
. SANCTION: Disciplinary Prnhation· - hdl 
Semester 83-84: Restitution:- Puhlic Apology 
DATE: 1:-e\miary 5. 198.1 
ALLEGATION: Alcohol llsc Regulations 
underaged <.!rinking: Puhlic Drinking: Respect for 
ACO iSER: Resiucnti,11 l.ik St,ill 
Pl.EA: /\greed: Agreed 
. REC-OMMENDATION: ·Discip linary' l'rohatio11 
until end or the semester: Sc1Yicc Project 
SANCTION: Disciplinary Prohation until the end 
or the semester: Sn,·ice Project 
::~~;.~~::NE~:t~.~~~:):·~:SJdent-c H.~11. Baned :~~-~::-~:~~~;·;:;~~(:::l~il~~\~r~~(~l~l Residt·ntml :
1
~::~~t"~~DATION: P,obatwn. SeJ\lee JUDICIAL, page 21 . 
lrom Specillc A1ea unlll the end ol the se mester: I 11t- S)stem Wo,kshop P101cct ~ 
r.J'i'i.'fisi,firr~iw1Pi"tftl'ltt16Wiriinf--igrf1'ift1fittfil't"'"':'i.;.~\f.!1.", ;ijp;t(~NNt-·TH->~:~Ji'irjiat(l~ 1f .-Wttftni:"St i ? iti'' Pi'of~t1t' · ~·,O• ·"~tt1ore: ~l>iolt;'il~. ~t i{iL"c 'i•f<;fefi it' < ,, "' "'&-,~ "- $,_ .. ,_,,;;,,,>.,:- ~ ~$.:'¼h's. ~x :if:;$ $,t.J at-M;1g":\!"~ t~ ~~~ !): ~ ;:. ',!S'f<.,'¥'!.,_..,.,-,,;:~;s.,£-•~. "' "' 
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---------------MUSIC---~-----------------
music and the music will flffect 
us.·· 
,Hill went pn to quote 
different · musicians and the 
Bible to. back hi-s statement. 
For example, J.imf Henprix 
once claimed that music is a 
. ·spiritual thing, said Hill. 
Hill presented a slide ·show, 
showing various album covers, 
including Blue Oyster Cult, 
Styx, AC/DC, · and Led 
Zeppelin .. 
.. It's amazing the imagery 
( continued from p~ge 3) 
they put forth. It's mocking 
Christianity, "said Hill of such 
symbols as Blue Oyster Cult's 
well known·· cross with an 
upside down . question mark. 
"It's right o_ut in the open. 






~ ' .: 
• Ill 
Hampshire-
It from you.'·' ·· 
. BacK,wara masking is 
another method the devil uses 
to ·i1:lfluence youth, Hlil said. 
Playmg several rnck songs 
believers of the devil, but 
rather, "they are dupes," he 
s·aict. . · 
Hill's, ·presentation · received 
mixed reaction from the 
audience. backwards, Hill said, you could , 
hear hidden :messages. Jim Fitta, a J·unior political 
The song "Ah other One 
Bites the Dusf' by the rock science major, said he came to 
_the presentation because, 
group Qlleen actually say~, "music interests me. I like it for 
"Start to s_moke marijuana," . w_ hat it is. He opened me up to __ :a Hill said. 
, Led Zeppelin-'s "Stairway to lot more than I thought of. In 
Heaven,, lyrics, " .. yes, there are particular' the parallels 
' two paths you can go by, but in between music, the rock bandl , 
ihe forig rfrti~'there 's ·stilltime to"_:. --~nd •,.religion/' ·he -said-. · '· · ,, " ;: 
change the road you're on ... " .. I ii'v°e ·rock and roll," saki 
actually say, · " ... my sweet Paul Bowman, a freshman. ~}1 · · 
Satan, no other made a path, . qon't think there's . anythin'g 
for it makes me sad, whose bad about it. I think it's just:,a 
power is Satan," when played bunch of rock and rollers wh=o 
·. backwards, according to · Hill. just got together.to hav_e.a goad 
Other exam.pies cited .· we·re time and are being conipletdy 
ELO, the Bea ties, and Rush. sarcastic." -
Hill said ther.e are three ways 
the backwards messages could 
have gotten there . . One way is 
by accident, which :he says, is 
Bowman's opm10n ab_o4t . 
.rock music w~s not changed b,y 
Hill's talk. "l still think rock ·ts 
great. A bunch o{ people sat 
down and said 'Let's sell 
records'," he said. 
. · very unlikely, "Y ou_d.on 't f1nd 
messages like 'I'm going to live 
for God' ." The second w<;1Y "is 
for the artists · ·to purposely 
place the messages in the -songs. Dave Hermann,· sophomor.e 
f. • and mechanical en_girieeririg ·, The mal way is that the major said, "I think it was s~. 
artists are "plagued by an 
outside force. From the silly. If the man wasn?t 
contents of the messages that speaking nonsense, he'd be 
can only be Satan.,, He halfway convmcmg. They 
explained that he doesn't think sheild ,?ut anything that makes 
the arti~~:--·~_re·-=-.!}eCeSSc!Ei!Y_~ sense. 
-------University Judicial System--____. 
· (continued (roffl page 20) 
DATE: !·d,n1ar~ 15. l'IXJ 
Al.I.EGA TION: i\kohol use rcgulati,!ns Keg ,111d 
undcragc·d 
AC(TSER, Residq11ial l.ik Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreed . 
,,,_ RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary !'rnhation 
untii end of the semester: Sen ice P(ojct'I 
SA~CTION: l.elt~·r of Censure: Scn·ice Project 
DAT!-:: Fchruary II\. 19X3 
Al.I.EGA TION: Hall Sports 
ACC:l lSER: Residential l.ik Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Prohation· or . Sen ice 
l'rnject 
SANCTION: Letter of Censure: Sen ice Project 
DATE: Fehruary 17 . 19XJ 
AI.I.EC:;A TION: ll ndcrngcd Drinking 
ACCl lSER: Residential Lik Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Letter of Warning: 
Sen·ice Project 
SANCTION: l.cllcr of Warning: Sen·ice Project 
DATE: h·hnmry 25 . 1910 
Al.LEGATION: Violation while under disciplinary 
;ilnction: Possession r,f Keg 
ACc·t :SER: llcsidcntial l.ik Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Disagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: · ·Relocation from 
Rcsi<lcrn.:e Hall: Persona !\on Cirnta Status iri 
Residence Hi1II: Suspended E,·iction 
SAN('TION: Relocation otllsidc Arca: Pcrsona 
!\on Grata Status in Resi<knn: Hall: Jc,,pardy of 
hiction 
DATl-:: Mmch 10. 191<.1 
AI.I.EGATION: Study hours: Stereo Systems 
AC(TSER: Residential .1.ik St.Ill 
Pl.EA: Agrc·ed 
RECOMMENDATION: Heha,·ior Contract: 
Rc·m11\"al of Sterc·o system il"further , ·iolation!. oc<:ur 
•SANCTION: Hc-havior Contra,!: Rcmo,·al of 
S1erco ,ystem if further , ·iolation, ocn1r. 
DATE: M;irch 11. 19X3 
AIJ.EGATION: i lndi:raged Drinking 
AC(TSER: Residcntial l.ik Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Letter of Cc·nsure: 
Hdun-ior Contrat·t 
SANCTION: l.etler of Cc·nsurc: Heha, ior Cont met 
DATE: May J. l9XJ 
AI.I.EGATION: Rcfusi"t1g to show ID: Vcrhal 
Abuse against staff· Respecl for Others: 
Drunkcilncss undnage : Closing Hours: 
Disturoing the Peace 
AC(TSER: Residential Lik Staff 
Pl.l•:A: Agrce,l°to :di charges 
REc'OMMl-:NDATION: Scniee l'rnjcet 
SANC.TION: Sen·icc l'rojeet 
DAT[: May 4. 19XJ 
AU.EGA TION: Damage: Falsc Fire: Alarm 
ACCUSER: Residential 1.ifc Stall 
PLEA: No Contc·s1 
RECOMMENDATION: None 
SANCTION: !'iot Guilty 
· DATi-:: May 9. 198J 
AU.EGATION: Spec·ilic health and sakty 
regulations 
ACCUSER: Residential l.ife St.di 
PLEA: Dcsagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Prohation 
SANCTION: Prohation rest of semester plus one 
semes1er 
DATE: May 9. 19XJ 
AU.EGATION: _Ycrhal Ahusc: Care of Property 
ACct :SER: Residential l.ifc Start 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Relocation 
-. SANCTION: Restitution: Jeorardy of Relocation 
through · rest of the semester: Weekly ·meeting with 
Hearing Oflicer for 3 weeks 
DATE: May 24. 198.~ 
Al.LEGATION: Failure 10 adhere to specific 
regulations kc:g 
ACCl:SER: Rcsidenti,tl 1.ik Stall 
Pl.EA: Agrced 
RECOMMENDATION: !\one 
SAN("TION: I semester rrohation 
DATE: May :!5. 198., 
Al.l.t:GATION: Destruction of Property: 
Disturhi·ng the l'i:acc: l.ying 
A("(l;SER: Rc,iden1i,il Life Siall 
PLEA: Dis,1greed: l>isagreed: Disagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: !\one 
SAN(.TION: !\ot Ciuilt~ 
_DATE: July 27. 19l0 
AU.EGATION: Damage: Disturbing the Pea,e: 
Closing hours: Alcohol 
. AC('USER: Residential l.ik Slaff 
PLl-:A: Agreed to all ch;irges 
RE<'OMMENDATION: !\one . 
SANCTION: Res1i1t11ion: Counseling: Barred from 
specific area on campus: Verbal warning 11!.11 any 
other incident would resull in a recommendation for 
a serious penalty h,1sed on past history 
AREA III BOARD 
DATE: Fchru'.1ry I. 19X3 
AI.U:GATION: Respect for Others 
AC('llSER: Residential l.ifc Stan 
PtEA: Agreed 
RECOMMEN~ATION: l'rohation through the 
end ~if the semesler 
SAN('TION: Harred from specific area on Campus: · 
Lcttt:r of Apology: l'rohation through-the end of the 
semester. · 
DA TE: February I. 1983 
ALLEGATION: , Respect·· for Others: Guest_ 
~esponsibility 
ACCUSER: Residential Life Slaff 
Pl.EA: Disagreed: Disagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Probation through the 
end _of lhe .semester 
SANCTION: No Penalty 
AREA III .HEARING 
OFFICERS 
DATE: February 4. 19!U 
Af.l,EGATION: Noise: Public Drinking- Alci1hol 
,:iolation 
ACCUSER: Residenlial Life Slaff 
PLEA: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: None 
SANCTION: Jeopardy of hictio~ 
DATE: February 11. 198"3 
.ALI.EGATION: Noise: Puhlic Drinking- Alcohol 
violaiton 
ACCUSER: Residential Life _Staff 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
RE(:OMMENDA TION: · Disciplinary Prnbation 
until the cnd of the· semester 
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probati1~n until the end 
of the semester 
. DATE: May 20. 19XJ 
ALI.EGATION: l>isturhing the Peace: i-"ailurt to 
ldcn1il"y oneself 
ACC:llSER: Residential Life Swff 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Disagreed 
REC'OMMENDATION: Letter of Censure: 
Writ1en Assignmcnt 
SANCTION: Letter of Censure: Written 
Assignmcnl 
DATE: May IX. 1910 
Al.t[GATION: Specific Regulaiions- keg 
A('CllS[R: Rcsiden1ial Lik Staff 
PLEA: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation 
SANCTION: Disciplinar} l'rohation res! of the 
sCmcstcr plus one scn1cstcr 
DAH:: May 23. 19XJ 
Ar.l .EGATION: Disturhing the Peace 
ACCUSER: Re.siden1ial Life Suilf 
PLEA: Agret:d 
RECOMM•:NDATION: l'rohation through Fall 
19K3 
SAN('TION: l'rohation through Fall · semester 
l98.l 
DATE: l\:1ay 24. 19KJ 
AU.EGA TION: Respect for Olhers: Harassment 
AC(TSER: Residential Life Slaff 
. Pl.EA: Desagrecd 
RECOMMl-:NDATION: l'ione 
SANC'TION: l'rnbalion through Fall Semseter 
19K.,: Letter of Apology 
DATE: May 24. 19X_3 
All.EGA TION: Alcohol -- underage: Specific 
Rcgualtions- keg 
ACCUSER: Residential Life Staff 
PLEA: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: l'robalion for remainder 
of semester plus one semester: Service Project 
• SANCTION: Prohation for remainder of semester 
plus one semester: Service Project 
DATE: _May 25. 19K3 
All.EGA TION: Speciric Regulations- keg 
. ACCUSER: Residential Life Staff .• 
PLEA: Studenl nol p"rcsent 
RECOMMENDATI.ON: None 
SAI'i!CTION: Prohation th~ough next semester 
APPEA;LS. u:oARD 
DATE: May 2. 1983 
ALLEGATION: Possession/ Use of Drugs 
ACCUSER: Residential Life Staff . 
Pl.EA: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation 
until the end of Semester I 1983-84. 
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation until the end 
of Semester II 1983-84: Jeopardy of Eviction until 
end of semester II 1983-84 -
APPEA·L ACTION: Original Decision upheld 
DATE: March 3 . . 1983 
Al.I.EGA TION: Drugs-' possession of and selling 
ACCUSER: Universily Police 
PLEA: No Pica~ Standing Mute 
RECOMMENDATION: Dismissed . fro·m the ·oATE: ·May 25. 1983 
Al.LEGATION: Trespassing: Disturbing the Peace University 
ACCUSER: Residential Life Staff SANc:noN: Dismissal from the University 
PLEA:· Disagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: None 
SANCTION: Probation through Fall Semester 
DATE: February IK. 19X3 
ALI.EGAT-ION: Public Drinking: Verbal Abuse: 
Respect for Others: _Refusing to Identify Public 
Properly Misuse 
ACCUSER: Residential Life Staff" 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation 
through rest of the semester: Jeopardy of Eviction: 
Service Pmject 
-SANCTION: Jen11ardy ~,f Eviction 1hr'ough 
Fall S.:mcster 19KJ • . Lctt_cr_?tApology · 
DATE: M.ir~h 15.19KJ 
AU,EGATION: C"ommon Sourl-c of Alcohol 
ACCUSER: Residential 1.ifc Stall 
Pl:EA: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation 
. .for Rest of Semester 
SANC:TIO_N: Disciplinary Probation for_ the res! of 
the semester 
DA TE: May 3. 19K3 
Al.LEGATION: Keg: Alcohol Use Reg°ulations 
A(:CUSER: Rcsideniial Life Staff 
Pl.EA: None 
RECOMMENDATION: l'rohalion 
SAN(:TION: Probation lhrough· Semscster I 83-84 
DATE: May 2S. 1983 
AU.EGATION: Alcohol violation- Drinking in 
Puhlic: ·Failun: to Identify 
ACCUSER: Residential life Staff 
Pl.[A: None , 
RECOMMENDATION: !\one 
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation through 1st 
semester 1983-84 
APPEAL ACTION: Original decision upheld 
DATE: May 12. 1983 
ALLEGATION: D!lmage 
ACCUSER: Residen1ial Life· Staff 
PLEA: Disagreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Relocaiton: Jeopardy of 
Eviction 
SANCTION: Relocation: Jeopa~dy of Eviction 
APPEAL ACTION: New Hearing Granted: 
Ou1come pending 
DATE: May 17. 1983 
ALl,EGATION: Verbal abuse against staff: Verbal 





SANCTION: Rclocalion: Restitution: Jeopardy of 
evicrion until the end ofSemes1er 11983-84: Banned 
from specific ·an;a on campus for full year K3-84 . 
APPEAL AC:TION: Original Decision ·upheld 
DATE: May 18. 1983 
ALLEGATION: Verbal Abuse: Assault; 
Drunkenness: . Unauthorized en1ry: Destruc-
tion / Damage 
ACCUSER: University Police 
Pl.EA: Agreed: Agreed: Agreed: Agreed: Agreed 
RECOMMENDATION: Restitution: Suspension: 
25 Hours Public Service: Discussions with 
Professor- essay. 
SANCTION: . Suspension for the re~t of this 
semester and Jhrough the Fall Scmeslcr 83~4. 
Restitution for all damage to property 
APPEAL ACTION: Original decision upheld 
~~~~~_,,.'!5:'~li~~~~--~~~~'§ .. -iz,~6.~"'~~m~~~?~:n~~~"f~·;,~.,,,~.~~~~'!":Yi:~~;:~~~~~~~""~~;;,:~-~.,..;'i.:li>~ 
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:A_p_a_rt_me_ n_ts---,-for,.....~_~_en_t~ [ 9] 
· Looking for responsible, mature student 
with references to share fl'1'r' home. 1 lg. 
bdrm. ·Clea,n private bath, use of kitchen, 
washer & dryer, . dishwasher and 
microwave. 5 miles .from University. $55. 
per week, $ 100 deposit . Utilities payed. 
Call 659-2254 or 926-6748. 
HORSE FOR LEASE: Saddlebred gelding, 
15:3 hands, . trarned EAglish, loves to 
jump. Stabled 3 miles from UNH. Taok 
available. T_erms: Asking for board and 
feed but willing to negotiate. Call Elaine 
weekdays 659-3356 or 862-2252 
(mierobiology department) weekends 
613-1818. . 
1_·. · He-Ip Warjted___...Jr 11] 
Earn $500 or more each school year. 
f:loxiblo houro. - J\.IIOnthJ),, pa}1mont f a r 
•. placing posters on campus. bonus based 
on results. Prizes awarded as well. 800° 
526-0883 . 
The Granite Yearbook seeks a w~II' 
organized, artistic individual to be its 
Production Manager. Responsibilities to 
include staff management," layout.design, 
and assignment coordination. Please 
· apply NOW in Hm. 125-MUB 
WANTED - Work-study st,udents to work 
i n I o c a 1- d a y c a r e c e n t e r . 0 w n 
. transportation · helpful. Pay 3.50~3. 75. 
Call Durham Children '·s Center, 659-
2220 . 
Student Writers interested in submitting 
. work to The Granite yearbook . please. 
contact Rhonda Mann at 862-1280 or , 
-come to an open meeting in.Rm 125-MUB 
Tuesday, September 13 at 7:30 p.m . 
Needed dishwashers[ No experience , 
necessary. For work-study pe.ople onfy, at 
the Faculty Center. Any day of the week 
Monday through Firday between the 
hours of 11 :00 a.m. and 3 :00 p.m. 
$4.00/hr. Contact Marie .862-
1320/Monqay through Friday -11 :00 
a.m.-2:00p.m. 
BUSINESS MANAGER is needed for the 
New Hampshire Outing Club. Job 
responsibilities include ke~ping financial 
records, ma~ing monthly & annual 
reprots and short and long range financial 
planning for the club. This is a paid 
position. Applications available in NHOC 
Office rm. 129, MUB 
Work-study positions available: Excellent 
opportunity to get practical exJ;)erierJce in 
a human service organization. Children's 
Advocate a·nd Administrative Assistant 
needed for A Safe Prace, a non -profi"t 
organization offering shelter for abused 
women and their children. For more info. 
Call 436-7924. M-F 8:30-4:30 
Student Writers interested in submitting · 
work to The Granite. yearbook please 
contact . Rhonda Mann at _g62-1 280 or 
come to an open meeting in Rm 125-MUB 
Tuesday, September 13 at 7:30 p.m. 
The Granite Yearbook seeks a well-
organized, artistic individual to be its 
Production Manager. Responsibilities to 
include·staff management, layout design, 
and assignrr.ent coordination . Please 
apply NOW in Rm . t25-MUB 
Earn · $500 or more each school y.ear . 
Flexible · hours. Monthly payment . for 
placing posters .on C_ampus. Bonus based 
on results. Prizes awarded as well. 800-
526-0883. 
Varied part time hours. Very good income. 
2 or 3 evenings earn $100 to $200. 
PERMANENT OF NEW ENGLAND will be 
conducting interviews Wed., Sept. 21 
ony. 10 a.m. OR 2 p.m. cinly . Quality Inn, 
Silver· St. Dover. Rel•iable transportation 
and open personality essential. Apply in 
person. No phone calls. · 
Wanted : Artist to paint organization's 
logo on WALL. 862-132;3 for more info. 
Ask for Jed. 
I ~-J~ 
_G_ A_R_A_G_E_S_A_L_E __ -F-_r-i _&_S_,at"'".-Sept. 1 6 & 17. 
8 a.m -Dark, Sun. Sept. 18 1 p.m.-Dark. 
Household goods, Toys, Clothing for all .. ' 
ages. Canney Road, Durham (off Dover 
108). -Bargains-Rain or Shine! 
1978 Suzuki GS 550. Low mileage, 
Excellent Cond. $1,000. Call 749 -9853 
after 5 p.'m. 
1981 Chevy Chevette. Excellent condition 
and gas mileage. Stereo, defogger, 
·rustproofed. 31,000 miles, $3500. 742-
302·9 
1968 Chrysler Newport 4 dr. sedan. Runs 
· well, no rust, new tires. $995 . Call 868-
5477 or 868:1066 before 7 30 a.m. or 
after 7:00 p.m. · 
Mail Truck, · 1970 Ford step van. New -
paint R/ H drive . $1300, 868-5205 eves. 
Sears 2.2 cubic foot refrigerator. Avoid 
renting, buy y_our own refrigerator . 
Excellent condition. 1 yr-. old. S80 or BO. 
Call evenings 749-5756 · 
ALPINE , Car stereo, AM/FM cassette 
deck with Alpine speckers. Excellent 
condition. Hardly used. $225.00. Call 
days, weeken·d, 868,2833 
AKC Registerd Cocker Spaniel Puppies. 1 
male, 1 female, both black. Just looking 
for good home .. Would like to make 
'enough money to cover cost of shots and 
expenses. Call Dave at: 473-2322 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1983 
' ;l, ~ • 
CLASSIFIED 
. 76 . Vega wagon GT Pkg w /. 5 _speeds 
93,000 miles. ,Reliable with good body. 
·Needs · winter tires, new cluth Dec. ".82-. 
AM / FM stereo. Best offer Around $800. 
Call Don days 862.- 1320. Nights 868- . 
5839 
Sleep sofa. Fold out double bed size. · 
Excellent c·onditibn Brown upholstery. 
For these extra guests . Split ~he cost! Call 
659-6004 between 5 & 10 p rri Yo_urs for , 
$150 . , 
Yamaha - R700 Digital Synthesizer 
receiver. Mint condition. 5 year warrenty ." 
Only 7 months old. Upgrading system 
mwst seJl.·Call 862-1129, Sawyer 311 · 
1976 Dodge Aspen inspectable, $700 or 
B.O.. Scott Annis 868-5652. Fore·st Park 
C-4 
Yard Sale extravaganza. Sat. Sept. 17, 9-5 
p·.m. Many · assorted items including 
furniture ·of all sorts, household goods, 
automobiles, .. even the kitchen sink! 6th 
annual event. On Edgewood Ext, Durham 
- Just fol low the si•gns off Madbury Rd. & 
Rte. 4. . 
1981 Yamaha 650 Special II. 10,000 
miles. Good condition. New chain and 
rear tire. $1300 or B.O. Call Andy at 862, 
f080 days. 
Oil paint supplies · for sale. Paints, 
bru·shes, canvas, stretchers. 436-7563 . 
Keep trying. 
Downhill ski equipment . Olin Ill 180's, 
Nordica nightop boots men's size 7 (fits_ 
woman's size 8½), plain old poles . Call 
436-7563. Keep trying. 
Fencing equipment for sale: foil, mask, 
glove, and women's size large jacket . 4 
years old, barely used. $50 for everythirm-
will sell separately. Call 436-7563. Sue. 
Surfboard - 6'0". Singl.e fin, round pin, 
good condition, 1 year old. _$200. 659-
5959 . 
HORSE FOR LEASE - Saddlebred gelding, 
15:3 hands. Train_ed English, loves to 
jump. Stabled 3 miles· from ·UNH. Tack 
available. Terms: Asking for board and 
feed but willing to negotiate. Call Elaine, 
weekdays 659-3356 or 862-2252 
(micro.biology department) weekends, 
673-1818 
Simmon Omega D2 enlarger, Call 744-
8660 · 
Ibanez Les Paul Custom guitar. Black w / 
goldtone hardware . . Asking $290, price 
negotiable . Cal! Kyle at 2-1084 or 868-
,9667. Must be played to be appreciated. 
CALLIGRAPHY: ... personalized letteri-ng 
done for.. invitations, signs, posters, 
stationery, etc. Make a specialized 
keepsake unique for you and occasion .. 
Contact Holly (after 6:00 p._m.) 742-9299. 
FRE:NCH AND SPANISH CLASSES given 
every level · ta1:1ght: · $4 p/h. Phone 
number: 868-2154. Call .at night Bruno . . 
Granite State Chimney Sweep_: What's.it · 
like to have a Chimney Fire? If you're 
concerned about your home and loved -
ones, then _ take advantage of this fall 
special-! Ten -fifteen dollars off the regular 
cleani ng price. Free inspections, fully_ 
insured. Call Dave Buttrick at 473-2322. 
Fiddle, banjo, guitar lessons from 
professional player 659-2658. 
ACACIA invites all men (real) to OPEN 
RUSH on Tuesday, Sept. 20 between 8-10 
p.m. Refreshments will be served! See 
you ·at 10-12 Mill Road. Be there or be 
square! 
Happy Birthday Dawn. Lov·e _Walt. 
Happy Birthday Francas, I'm glad they 
found your dog. Phil (Fred). 
Hey Paul (Killer)-sophomore resident of 
Gibbs 108. Happy birthday (9/19)! Don't 
party too much! Terry (RHO) and her RA's 
(Usa, Julie, & Rick)wouldn 'twant to write 
you up on your 19th birthday (sorry-one 
more year 'til legal!) Have fun! Your RA 
brother, Marc. 
Stain: It's otter hunting season in New 
Hampshire! Stud. 
Lead guitar player and female drummer 
need bass player: rhythm guitar and 
keyboard player to complete Portsmouth 
rock band. Vocals a plus. Call Craig 436-
6445: 
Next Monday, Sept . 19th, is the last 
chance for all eligible rushees to meet the 
brothers of PIKE. Be there or nowhere! 
Yvonne: Just wanted to say THANK YOU 
for the "suq_sy" birthday card·. It was 
great! Thanks again . Mark. 
-Mir & Kirst: Just wanted to let you know 
that yodels are on sale this week. I'll have 
to go get,. some for you--no, no problem. I'll 
pay for them. Bili. 
There sure are a lot of ·amazing cooks 
around here!! 
JUGS. I can't wait until you shake your 
things on the football field. I_ Know you 
want to be wanted so I want you . A-4. 
Hey Eric! Happy Birthday! . 
Andy C. is a male gigalo. 
STYX TICKETS (2) FOR SALE!! Sept. 14 at 
Centrum. Paid $40andMUSTSELL!! Best 
Offer. Call Bill, rm.114 at 2-1592 or 868-
9787 
LOST: Texas Instruments Calculator, 
Me.ch. Penc i l,. & Glasses in olack 
calculator case. Lost Fri. 9/9 on or near 
· campus. 742-2874 and ask for John. 
$20.00 REWARD ~ 
1 
FOUND Ladies Watch. Call 2-2120 and 
ask for Elizabeth. · 
Hey Eric! Did ya hear me say " Happy 
Birthday"? Here it is again . "YAPPAH 
HYTRIDB!" 
You figure it out. 
I need hel.p! ! A ride needed to Providence, 
R.I. on some weekends. I can leave 
anytime after . 12 00 on Fridays--and 
would .like to come back on Sunday. Are 
you going 'to Proviaence? If you are, ca ll 2-
1607 and ask for Charlene _I am willing to 
sh are expenses. Ca II soon! 
Staff member would like to join a car pool 
with one· or more :persons going from 
Wolfeboro area to UNH Monday thru 
Friday_. I have a car. Please call Janice at 
Schofield house. Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30 862-
2090. 
Riae needed w Alba ny, N.Y. ca n leave 
Thursday Sept. 22. Wi ll° help pay 
expenses. Please call Laurie. Scott Hall, 
rm. 20: 2-1644 or 868-9767. · 
Ri'de needed to .. BERMUDA: Anytime, 
anyway. Call Matt or stop by, 58 Main St. 
Ziti next week--YEE-~AA_:__-HHl!!I 
Get. psyched Kappa Sigma Little Sister 
rush coming soon. 
To the girls of B-6: Thanks for the 
wonderful dinner. You. girls are· 
"AMAZING". The Men. 
Moe: Thanks for the amazing dinner. T. 
Welcome new Hetzel House Council 
members; Mark, Leslie, f'>aul, Sue, Jeff, 
Christine, Johna, 813th, Tim, Bob; Chris, 
· and our new secretary - Mar_ie . Thanks for 
volunteering your time. We 'll get Het•zel 
rollin' this year! Kathy, Heidi, and Val. 
Hi Suz! Don't start falling in my footsteps. 
·No more cancelling plans because of last 
night's acciden\s. EAR 
Eric's birthday ended a week a-go, but ti e 
won't adm[t it. . '· 
RHODIE, LAINER, AND SHERI: Thanks 
again for the BALLSY birthday party at '8 
Jenkins Court. I had a super time! Mark. 
P.S. My underwear is.fine, thank you! 
Yes, those women at 8 Jenkins Court sure 
do know how to throw a party. l'rl vouch 
for that! 
W H I T E Y , Yo u w i n e - c o n-s u m , n g 
· MADMAN! Pretty soon and it'll be your 
21st · and • that better mean more 
manicotti! (I hope that hint got .to Jenkins 
Court!) Thanks a lot for the-birthday.card! 
Mark. 
YAMF: We had the most unbelievable 
summer. School iust isn't .the same 
- without you. No matter how far away from 
each other we are, in spirit you are right 
by my side. I know these 4 months will fly 
and we'll make up for lost time next · 
semester. I miss you, babe. I'll love you 
forever . _Love .S.B. 
Do_you need a jo"b? Well, come by Rm. 145 
in the. MUB and pick up an application for 
Student Activity Fee Council secretary. It 
is a paying job with plenty of benefit's. 
Deadline is September 23 for all 
applicants. · 
Dave A.: Hi! I wanted to be the first one to 
send you -a persona l. Maybe by the end of 
the year we'll swing on down to visit 
Kizzy. Deb. 
Ang-Hi! Couldn't send Dave a personal & 
not you. Get psyched to turn the big 21 
next week . This'll be a great year,-just 
remember: we're seniors, so .. (Tod, fill in · 
· the missing words!) Deb. 
Hey .Pete! It took a little effort to find out 
your name, but what really caughl our 
eyes were those .awesome purple shorts. 
What year are you? Are you new to the 
campus or just th.e pit? Hope to keep 
seeing you at Stillings- -and please wear 
your black OP's next time. Have a go.od 
weekend! Mel. 
To my partners in " soapdom .. .' ' You ·re the 
' best bubbles ever!! Love,- Lee. 
ATTENTION ·COLLEGE MEN Theta Chi 
fr-att:rnity wants you to join us at a n OPEN 
RUSH , Sept 19.and 21st at 25 Main St. 
(Orange Building). 
Ellen: I knew you'd check so yes you got 
one. Happy Birthday. Bill. 
Brenda 8.: HURRY-UP AND GET WELL! 
· We ·miss you here at the N f:I. ! Plus we're 
sick of working for you! (just kidding). 
Love,. your tech . sups. 
Last Open Rush at PIKE - Monday, Sept. 
19th, 8 p.m.!!! 
Open . Rush at Kappa Sigma - Tuesday, 
Sept. 20, and Thursday, Sept. 22. at 8:00 
p.m. 
\. To C.W. - Stoke 445: You are a HORROR I 
JOBE to think that you want to be a TKE 
brother. Yo mama's a YAK. Becks #1. 
Kappa Sig Hush is the place . to be this 
Tuesday and Thursday. 
Hey We,f,ty, HERE IT IS ... the moment 
you' ve been waiting for ... your very own 
personalized personal! _How could I,ever 
forget one of my favor)te 2cers? C mon 
now, I couldn't! You re terrific! Last 
semester was great but this one Is going 
to be even better! Get psyched for a super 
. semester of partying! Love ya, Leslie. 
JD, you ca·n quit look_ing for your personal 
now because I_ erased it. You spoiled t'he 
surprise. 
Paging Colleen T. of faraway Hubbard Hall 
an·d other ICL employees that ·are spread 
out al·I over campus: Let's get together for 
a reunion soon! Get in touch with me as to 
when's a good time and we' ll plan our 
own happy hour ... don't worry Kerry, you 
won't have to sing! (Well, maybe a little 
Neil Young for me). Can't wait to see you 
all again! Leave me a message at The New 
Hampshire or tr.uck on over to 28 Young 
Dr. Love, Your friendly bartender PS. The 
Beckers are NOT invit~d 
RUSH PHI KAPPA THETA Mon 8-.10 p.m . 
at Delta Zeta (Madbury Rd) You've got 
nothing to lose, but everything to gain. 
Li nda ·S . and La ura A: TP, 6:00 .on Mon. 
- Sept. 19th_.don't blow it off. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY NANCY N.!J Didn't 
want your special day, ·Sept. 18th, to go 
unnoticed. I figured you'd. want eve.ryone 
to know about it so what better place than 
the_ personaJs to say "Happy 8-day!!" I 
told you that l'.d get you. Beware!!! Have a 
terrific day and keep on dribbling! A 
Friend (at least until you read th is). 
beq11: Remember, Abe Lincoln didn't die 
in vain; he -died in Washington, D.C. -
Abbie. 
Kate: Thanks for making my 21st such a 
great day. The cake, the cookies, the 
jc!cket-, the bag and everyth_ing else were 
great! You can 't boss me around anymore 
though. You're not older than me! Love; 
!\/lark. 
Sickee Jimmy, Sqrry about the· strept. 
·(hee, hee) Healthy Kate (formerly strept). 
-Theta Chi Fraternity invites all interested To the gang: Lo"ok! A personal with 
men to attend a rush from 8-10 p.m. on personality. Sober up for more parties. 
Monday, Sept. 19th at · 25 Main St. The Pres. 
(Orange Apt. A-3). Refreshments served. - P_a_tt_y_:_G_e_t_a_c_l_u_e __ -K-a-ti_e __ ------~ 
Do you need a job? Well, come by Room 
145 in the MUB and pick up an appication Happy Monthaversary you strange guy! 
for Student Activity . Fee Council. This is the 0ne, #7. Yup Mom, this is the _ 
Secretary.· It is a paying_job_-with. plenty of. guy. Remember rule #1 .(whichever one, · · 
benefits. Deadline is September 23 for.all ·"J l'\at is), ·the V.C, ·s and '· the kids . . Many ~,, 
,applicants. - mo re - Mostetesf, that N'u(ty Girl Sal. 
Valuable secretarial skills (minute-taking, WEENIEBERRY, · Happy 21st Birthday .. 
typing, and bookwork) are needectnowfor L_o_v_e_, _M_a_M_a_. __________ _ 
the Student Activity F€e Council BE UNIQUE' Rush ACACIA fraternity! 
Secretary. Applications are now being OPEN RUSH Tuesday 8-10 p.m. 10-12 
accepted for the- pesition. It· is a paying Mill Bd. Refreshments will @'~ts·erve_d! 
position. Deadline for all applicatjons i~ THETA CHI FRATERNITY invite all 
Seotember -23-· · .:-' interested· men to attend a rush from 8-10 
Hi Sue and Ellen. Love ya .Dan. • p.m. oh Monday, Sept. 19th at 25 Main St. 
Julie, I think we heed a master key. I don't (Orange Apt. A-3). Refreshments served. 
think I can climb ·through any more IT'S NOT OLD MILL'.' ROAD HOUSE, it's< 
windows ACACIA! Meet t~e , fPen f~r99;1 ~f\(:iq .~t, 
Cmon g_uys- Let's show them how to play. Tuesday's OPEN _.,HUS H', l::ietween ·s·-'rn'-
Organ_izational meeting for Bridge Club p.m. af 10-12 Mill -Robd. Refreshments 
Sunday afternoon at _2:00. Ghetto apt A-4. w_i_ll_b_e_·_.s_e_rv_e_d_. __________ _ 
Its really weird the way I eat corn on tlie To Ai r Freshman Campers: Thanks for a 
cob. Sort of at random. great time. We made a lot of great friends 
_and wish we could have made more. Say 
Get psyched . to chow · down mass Help! We're locked out'of our bathroom·!!! hi if you see us. Steve and Tom. 
quantities of liquids and munchables at Wendy: So you don't like back-rubs , so Linda- P., Patti T. & Anne T. Remember 
Kappa Sigma. Sept. 20 & Sept. .22 . how can _I satisfy you?? ME. · Sept. 15 one year ago? Happy First 
Friday's Spiritual Food: I read the day that Ed, if you need a form.al invite, here it is. Anniversary to a very special " pledge" 
"Man can not live by Bread alone but by How about dinner tonight at my place? class. Love, Nancy. · · 
every word that proceeds out of the mouth Carol. 'I'd rathe, be doing 6/38 of.f with Jobe #1 . 
of God." Are you starving yourself of FIND OUT ABOUT THE EXCHA.NGE! Jobe skis are bitchin'. Becks #2 - Toby is a 
God's best? Read the bible for the best Come to the Carroll / Belknap Room on Kapp. 
meal of your life. Tuesday, September 27 for an ----'-"------~------------~ 
Jennie D. Aside from the bible, your informational meeting at ·12:30 and hear. OPE_NRUSHOPENRUSHOPENRUSH! 
all _about the fabulous opportunities that Acacia Fraternity is having OPEN RUSH 
spaghetti .dinner the other night was the await you! on Tuesday, Sept. 20, between 8-1 O! 
best meal I've had in awhile. Refreshments will be served. Is that one 
Valuable secretarial skills (minute-taking, HEY ALL YOU EXCHANGE STUDENTS: OK, Brownie? 
typing, and bookwork) are needed now for · · Want lo get together to discuss plans for -------------------
the Student Activity Fee Council future travel? You're all invited to 28 Slanley M ., God, are you a STUD!! 
Secretary. Applications are now be Young Drive on Tuesday, September 20 at TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES OVERSEAS! 
accepted for the p"Osition. It is a paying 8 p.m. We'll be sending out directions so All fields, all levels. Graduating seniors 
position. De?dline for all aplications is watch your mailboxes and mark that date are encouraged to apply now. For details, 
September 23. ·on your ca I end a rs! Exchange please send a self-addressed, stamped, 
alumni ... pleq,se come so you can . long envelope to: FRIENDS OF WORLD 
If you want to meet people and have a contribute ide'as and meet people! , TEACHING, P.O.: Box 1049, San Diego; 
great time conie to Kappa Sig Open Rush DOVER FRIENDS MEETING (Quaker) T 41 California 92112-1049. 
Tuesday and Thursday. Be there or be 
·square. Tell them Bobage sent you . Central Ave., Dover (Opposite Catholic Male partner for mar'athorJ <;:lance, Sept. 
Church). Meetings for worship on 27th, Boston. Please call ·Julie 742: 3309 
· Theta Ch.i Fr.aternity invites all interested Sundays 10:3o·-11 :3o a.m. For more Needed, ma!e voices for UNH Concert 
men to attend a rush from 8-10 p.m. on information contact: Lydia Willits - 868- Choir. Contact _Cleveland Howard,.MLJsic 
Monday, Sept. 19th at 25 Main . St. .2629. · · Dept. 2-2404 - · 
(Orange Apt. A-3). Refreshments served. Roy L. wears sexy after shave, even if he is 
always on his way to another meeting. ExCHANGE YOUR L_IFESTYLE: 1.ind out 
.Hey Carol, have you heard of any how to participate in UNH Exch"ange 
fraternity rushes this week? Peter: Since yo.u have rio phone, I'm . , programs to Quebec, San Diego, Santa 
No, Robin, I don't think so. Where would I sending .a message, ·just to let you know _ Cruz, , New England Land Grant Cofleges 
find out about something like that? I'm still thinking a6out you. XO, LISA. and University o.f North Carolina/Chapel 
Well, try the personals . They might have a WANTED: TAP,SHOES! Will buy used tap Hill! Informational meeting Tuesday, 
.fi'w. shoes. Various sizes needed. Men's or Sept. 27in the Carroll/Belknap Rm. of the 
women's. Call C,frol · at 862-.1184 (8- MUB at 12:30. Don't miss it! · 
, Meet the brothers of PIKE.Seewhatareal 4:30). RUSH PHI KAPPA THE.TA. Mon. 8-10 at 
fraternity is all about. LAST CHANCE D I z (M db R . 
MONDAY, Sept. 19th, 8 PM! · "Principles of Liberty' ,- - Five or ten-week eta eta /3 ury oad). Come hear 
programs offered· . . Write "seminars," . about the plans for our new house.· 
Told you! , R.F.D. 2, Box 591, Epping, N.H. 03042 or Sue, Get.psyched for Lionel Richie- , Dor,i't 
Do you need a job? Well, come by Rm. 145 call 679-5262 for detai ls. lose me this time! 
in the MUB and pick up an application for HEY UNH: Maureen F. and Roberta P. h_i_b_r_i _-_-t_h_a_n_k_s_fo_r -ta-k-in_g_m_e-to-tr-ie_c_o_o_ki-e 
Student Activity Fee Council Secretary. It dutifully apologize toPatty·L. for damages jar. lets do it again 
is a paying job with plenty of benefits. . resulting from the personal in Tuesday's 
Deadline is September 23, for all · . edition. The whole personal was false, so 
applicants. ' ' ·ple~se_ stop -Vying to con1act her. Once 
The sisters of Chi Omega sorority are again, we are sorry for the 
sponsoring a "Mile of Pehnier'' drive. The m.isunderstanding. (But what fun!) 
money raised will go to "Save th_e I'd like to get into his pants! Well, you can 
Children" to sponsor a needy child. Any in SHIBUMI. 
donations will be greatly appreciated. A H-o-w-'d_s_h_e_e_v_e_r_f_it_i_n-to __ H_w.,._s_e_J __ e_a ... n_s_?_T_h_e_y 
table will be set up on the main floor of the pried her into them at WHO LL y MACRO. 
MUB on these dates for the collection of 
pennies: Sept. 14 and 28, Oct. 12 and 26, LIBERTARIANS, anarchists, objecihiists, 
Nov. 9 and 23, and Dec. 7. You can also or fans of Rand or Heinlein or other non-
bring you pennies to our house on 11 . conformists: Let's get together, h,ave fun. 
. $trafford Ave. next to.the New England and consider how to increase our ranks 
Center anytime. This will be run the and effectiveness. Write Southeast N.H. 
whole semester, so start saving those Libertarian Alliance; Gen. Del. Raymond, 
pennies! _____ · _ N.H. 03077. · 
To the Mad Zappa: Happy Nineteenth! 
Don't worrv,[t's an OK situation. D~bbie. 
Congratulations Mark and Cathy! I'm _ 
really happy fm you , Best of luck in your · 
future. Penny. • 
The little bear likes his sleep, but see what 
that _will get him. 
- MDF-Hey, come. here, I wa'nna tell ya 
some~hing!!! Oh, what a beautiful day, 
week, mohth, year, forever! I love \WU, 
CJA · - -
Kate the· Skate: I hope you've learned to 
scan these pages! ,Juice 
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New crew ,-team 1s ready 
By Mary Penney rower at UN H. will continue currents and tides of Great Bay. -
UNH Crew . is off to a coaching the wqmen. . O'Neil said he is.instilling safety 
successful start this fall with a: "We have a young team with training and background into 
new head coach. 175 new team a lot of potent_ial," Croft said. . the crew program. 
members,_ . and 60 returning There is one ·thr.ee· year veteran '"Crew is now coming into it's 
veterans. and several · second year own," O'Neil said. According 
"We've got the basis for real veterans, _but the majority of to O'Neil, the team will 
. championship crews," said the team are returning continudo suppost themselves 
Chris Allsopp, new head coach. novices." . thr.ough fundraising. - · 
4 Airsopp was a · coach at Croft likes the low key . "The fact that the team is 
_Wayne State University 1.n atmosphere of the fall. willing to work to raise money 
Detroit, and emphasizes "There an~ . no pressures", isanintegralpartoftheclub", 
· getting back into shape and Croft said. "The fall is good for O'Neil said. "Friends of UNH 
refining technique. Allsopp building a base;'' Crew. an ornanization formed 
encourages rnwers to use the Croft agrees with Alls·opp last year, will be a major thrust 
fall to condition and start that the fall should be used for in •fundraising." - -
con cent rating for the conditioning. Rowers shquld 
co!}lpetitive spring season. . concentrate on conditioning 
_ "Novices are ' a key, to any and techniqu_e without Ten· n· ·1· S 
crew program:'' Allsopp_ said. worrying as much about 
· "If we take the time now to competition as they will in t:he · · 
teach them the fundamentals, · spring.- ·1 
they will be a further asset . to Allsopp , however, is oses 
the team in the spring." · planning a few internal 
Doug Gardener, new novice competitions. He wants to u R 1· 
coach and for.mer rower at promote constructive-competi- ,, t {) · .. -
· UNH, is building depth-into the tion allowing rowers to find 
team with his novices. There their pq_tential. _ 
will be no cuts made on the According to Mike O'Neil 
novic~ team, allowing 175 Di-rector of Recreational 
novices to· come out and try the · Sports, the team may be on the 
sport. The hard workers will be w~ter today:··several -require~ 
. the ones to stick with it. ·. ment-s "had to be met · 
By Steve Langevin 
The UNH men's tennis team 
opened their season, Tuesday, 
dropping a 6-3 decision to a 
strong URI team . 
"My number one goal this before.hand. First, all rowers. 
year is getting rowers ready for had to pass a swim test and 
' the Dad Vail . Regatta this physical. _Second, training in 
spring, where' I hope they will hypothermia will be initiated to 
receive national recognition/' all rowers·. Also, the coxswains 
_ said Gardener. will . be trained in · the · 
-UNH coach Bob Berry was 
not satisfied with the loss, but 
was very encouraged by the 
improvement of his players. · 
· · "Last year T.J. Hyman lost 
to URl's Gary Davidson in -
straight sets, but this year he 
took him three sets and one. of 
those was a tie..:breaker," said 
Berry. The · coach was also 
pleased with the performance 
of Shaun Hasset.,. who also lost 
a tough three set decision. 
Cecily Cwft, also a former navigational aspects ~!:c. the 
Wome,n's tennis wins 
By Kathy Johnson 
The UNH women's tennis 
team traveled four h.ours to . 
defeat UV M 6-3 on Tuesday. 
"We really beat a good· 
team," said UNH coach Russ 
· Mccurdy ;--· "Most of the 
match..~ wenttrfee sets." 
"Sharon Gibson ( number 
three siqgles) fought an uphill 
battle to win. She really 
showed t<iughness." . Gibson 
won in three sets 2-6, 6-4, ,6-2. 
Second singles player Lee 
Ro.binson had a . tough match 
winning 6-4,7-5. 
Amy Walsh, _in the number _ 
one spot in singles, won her 
match 6-3, 6-3, as did Shelley 
White, who in the number four 
position defeated· her opponent 
6-1, 6-0: Angi~ Sherer and 
Cornelia Sullivan both lost 
their singles ma.tches, Sherer 
losing- a tough match in three 
Jn doubles, the team in the The other singles matches · 
saw #4 freshman Dave second position, Hilary Branch Palumbo _ and #6 Dave Hall ahd Wendy Crowe . were 
vktorious in two sets 6-2, 6-3. came out victorious. Number 
Lisel Banker _and Deb•bie one Steve Noble and #5 -
Liebson also beat out the . Christian both played well but 
Vermont team in three sets ff-2, lost. Palumbo and Seibert are 
5-7, .6-4. rookies, and they bot'h -
. The number one doubles impressed Berry. 
combo of Chris Stanton . and "They are both stfch · tough 
Dianna Fischer lost to a·strong compttitors on -·the courts. 
Vermont pair in three sets. , They sh·ould __ ·'i:nake a big 
"It was a close match, contribution_.to the team, "said 
everyone played well," .said Berry. · 
Stanton. · The doubles matches were all 
"I was impressed with our two set matches and were very 
· team overall. .Weal! had good close. UNl;-I needed to sweep 
matches." the doubles, but could only win 
· "The team showed a lot. of one, rhe third .match, with 
character.' The veterans carried Hass_ett and Hall combining for _ 
it, but the freshman came the win. 
through also." said Mccurdy. "Next week will be very 
Today, the team will try to- important to u_s, "said 
find the . right combinatioin ·Berry."We are · capable of 
against M ~ddlebury, at · 3::30 beating U Mass and Maine and 
sets. 
p.m.. need those wins as confidence ______________ ........ ____ -__ builders." 




Women's Tennis at Middlebury, 3:30 p.m. 
Men's Golf at Bowdoin Tourney 
Men's Cross Country vs. Vermont, Bates at home, 
3:00 p.m .. 
SATURDAY--
Men's Golf at Bowdoin Tourney 
·Football at Boston Universtiy; 6:00 p.m. 
-Soccer at lJoston College, 7:00 p.m. 
Volleyball' at Providence Tourney _ 
Baseball vs. St. Joseph's at ho_me,-12 noon 
SCOREBOARD 
WOMEN'S TENNIS~UNH 6, Vermont 3, 
Tuesday, Sept. 13 _ 
FIELD HOCKEY-UNH 2, Maine Q, Tuesday, 
Se,pt. IJ -
UNH I, Northwestern 0, Thursday, Sept. 15 
- -
SOCCER-UNH 3, Bowcroin I, Tuesday, Sept. ·13 
fflORNINO LINE 
,A UNH boot~r driv'es against Bowdoin Tuesd,ay. UNf:l won 3- L 
( Jim Mi)lagj,,(!ho'\o) .. ~ '~.:.:;._~ -
House Aaron Steve Ray Old ' Peter · · 
BC at BC 
Rutgers by 10 BC BC · BC BC Rutgers Rut ers 
UNH at BU 
. Bll . by 3 UNH UNH UNH UNH UNH BU 
UConn at UConn 
Northeastern by 10 UConn UConn NU NU UConn UConn 
Holy Cross at HC ' 
UMass .,,. by 6 -HC HC UMass HC HC HC 
.Ohio Stare at - Ol<lahoma 
_Oklahoma by 5 OU osu OU OU OU OU 
· ·Maine· at URI 
URI by 1 Maine Maine URI URI Maine URI 
Nebraska at Nebraska 
Minnesota by 2~ Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska 
' 
T~day's guest is Peter Mehegan, co-h<;>st of the news magazine program "Chronicle" o~ 
WCVB-TV, Channel 5 Boston. Last week the Old Gr~d lost, and so the UNH 100 Club is 
$50.00 richer. · · · '•, 
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Sports 
UNH :Hooters heat ltP on Bowdoill, 3• l 
By J. Barry Mothes 
Ron Fancy, Adrian Pfisterer 
and Peter Spiegal each _scored 
their first l!oal of the ~eason to 
lead the UNH soccer team to a 
. convincing 3-1 victory . over 
Bowdoin College in the home 
opener on Tuesday. The_ win 
evened the Wildcat · hooters 
record to 1-1. 
From the opening kick-off, 
. UNH played like a tc6m wi_th 
something to prove; bpth to · 
themselves and . to thelf 
followers. Hustling midfield-
play ' and some smart 
. overlappi~g by the forwards 
allowed the Wildcats a slew of 
chances in the first . twenty , . 
minutes. It was during this time 
that UN H grabbed the lead. 
Peter Spiegal came down the 
right side, crossed the ball 
towards the goal, and Fancy 
burst through the Bowdoi-n 
· - 'defense to deposit it on the 
volJ.ey. ·· 
'"That's the type of play that 
demands .perfect timing and 
Pe'ter and Ronny were able to 
pull it off It's not something we 
practice but something which 
I'm happy to see," said . UNH 
coach Ted Garber. 
Fi"f tee n m i n u t es la t e r, 
Bowdoin tied things up. A well · 
placeq indirect kick from 40 . UNH used their heads to beat -Bo"'doin, 3-1, for their first win of the season Tuesday. The .hooters are now 1-1. (Jim Millard 
ya rd s out was headed in by 
the photo~ · - - . -,a bad knee. Also Co-capL . ·the Wildcats will hav~ three 
Polar Bear's· Coffey~ more than they could handle. in the goaL. coming up with Kevin Re-usch. who has · consecutive.homegamesveysus 
But UNH continued to The Wildcats also executed some important balls off . d • t d th d f · · 1 ,· E I 
d - .. 
pressure un-til Adrian Pfisterer corners and other direcf kicks. ~m~na e e e en~ive P ':1,Y:10 top New ng an conipet1t1on. 
came out ofa scramble with the well off dead ball plays(Corner Late in the second half he made the first two games:' is awa1t~ng It is crucial that the team be r 
ball to_ put the, W_ ild_c_ats ahead kicks._ throw:..ins etc.). Neff's a s_pectacular one handed save . ·x-rar ~esults on his leg which :- healthy as it faces . the·brunt of 
throw-ins along the left side he inJured · on . Tuesciay . the schedule. 
2-1 at the half. ·· The team's developed · into numerous which pre.served the lead. Following Saturday· 's ga_me;- , 
- ability to break the tie pleased u ·N H now faces a tr1·p to dangerous . attacks -by t~e · · 
Garber. forwards in deep. The last goal Chestnut Hill to face the B.C. 
"In the past it seems that ·of the afternoon capp_e d •off a Eagles on Saturday night. In 
when the other team would tie th m t · t II superb half of soccer. e os . recen soccer po s. 
things up, it either stayed that Jamie Walters saved-a ball. B.C. was ranked first in New 
Field hockey .rolls 
way or ~e 'd lose in ·the final which was well on its way out of England and. 12th in the nation . By Ray Routhier 
minutes. But on Tuesday we bounds deep on the right wing, Coach Garber looks to _- The , definition of domina-
came right back at them, and dri,!:>bled by a couple Bowdoin_ Saturday as, ·-certainly a big tion. 
from there we really controlled ·defenders, th.en cut in along the test. It could be- a physical The UNH women's field 
-- the game," said Garber. · goal line. Drawing lots of. game. But we'll be ready if they hockey team totally overpow-
UN H controlled the second attention by this time. he decide to start banging people ered Maine luesday, outshoot-
half be- caus"' they- controlled d " 1·ng them 14 3 and not allow1·ng "" crossed it to the middle where a aroun · - , · 
midfield. Chinburg, Moorman, perfectly positioned . Peter Unfortunately. UNH may be the Blackbears a single shot in 
Neff, Reusch, and True Spiegal got above everyone to minus two . key players for the second half. By -the way, 
consistently won balls and nod it inside the-left post: . Saturday's match . Scott True, UNH won the game 2-0, in 
-lofted passes upfield .\\-'.hich Adam Ch_ idekel_ ·played w_ell who already_ is suffering from a · ·Orono. 
gave t-he Bowdoin · defenders· bad h_amstring. is .now nursing The Wildcats were the 
The women's field hockey team have won their: first three -garries,beating BU, Maine; and 
Northwestern . (B_ob Fisher photo) · · 
attacking force from start to. 
~ finish: UNH's hungry offense 
1 
took - advanta'ge of Maine's 
mistakes, and both goals were a 
direct result of penalties. 
Seven.minutes into the ga·me, 
UNH received a comer. Karen 
Ge,romini took the shot , which 
was deflected. An alert Pauline 
Collins gathered the rebound 
an~ poked it to the lefi of the 
goalie, giving UN Ha 1-0 lead. 
Even though UNH scored 
goals in eac.b half, the latter hal_f 
1 was certainly · their shining 
hour. · An inspired defense 
·stopped UM O from getting a 
~ shot · at · net , and also · were 
atta cking threats. Backs Lisa 
Madden a nd Sandy Va nder-
haden p layed extremely well at 
their outside positions and 
h~lped cem e· nt UNH's 
defensive wa ll. 
UN H waited a fu ll twen ty 
minutes into the second haif 
before scoring again. Again a 
corner pena lty set the play up . 
· Mary Ellen· Cu ll in~ne fed the 
bc1ll to Gero mini who placed a 
shot neatl y to the right of the 
goalie. UN H 2, U M~O .0, and 
that's how it would stay'. 
··we improved in penetra-
tion, possesion, everything, 
from the first half · to the 
second". said UNH coach 
Marisa uidio. · , "We've 
progresseo from . game · I to 
game 2, but 'now we 'II hit some 
. stronger walls." _ _ 
- Those walls include teams 
tfiat were irr the top ten last 
year, including Northwestern, 
Iowa, U Ma_ss, and UConn. 
··The Northwestern· game 
will g'ive us a much better idea · 
of where we can go th,is .season 
than our Jast two · games 
have.'; said D,idio. -"It will. be 
our F.10St demanding game _to 
date. · It sh?uld be · great 
game." 
, T h e W i 1 d c a t s ·fa c e d 
·Northwe s tern at home 
· yesterday, · and -wilJ take on 
_ Springfield here, Saturday at 
·1PM. 
T he UN H. women's field 
hockey tea m's hot · st reak 
continues as they battl ed 
yester d a y ag ainst top 
co mpetito rs North we.s tern to .a 
I c:O victory. Senio r co-capta_in 
Laurie Lea ry put the Wildca ts 
a head for good onl y_ 10 minutes 
j nto the game and although the 
rest of the game was scoreless, 
UN H do ~inated the game . . 
T h is Sat u rday\ game vs. -
Sp ringfie ld at I p.'m. promises 
to bring more action to the 
home fi eld. 
